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ABSTRACT
The SCE&G Energy Innovation Center is a state-of-the-art wind turbine testing
facility that contains two test benches: one capable of supporting 7.5 MW wind turbine
nacelles and another capable of supporting 15 MW nacelles. These test benches give
engineers the ability to apply simulated wind conditions to a nacelle while simultaneously
monitoring the performance of its inner components. This is achieved using a load
applicator unit (LAU), which can apply forces and moments to the nacelle’s main shaft in
all three coordinate directions. However, before this could be performed, test engineers
have to calibrate the LAU; therefore, the rigid commissioning stand (RCS) was created to
aid in this process. The purpose of this thesis is to enable the calibration process by
creating a finite element model of the RCS and comparing the numerical results to a set
of experimental measurements. In this thesis, the development of the finite element
model is discussed in terms of assumptions and limitations. The interactions among the
components of the RCS are thoroughly investigated as they are the main reasons for the
discrepancies between numerical and experimental results.

A numerical sensitivity

analysis is performed on three unknown parameters to determine their influence on the
finite element model and its numerical results. The thesis concludes by calibrating and
validating the numerical model to match the experimental results produced by load cells
and strain gauges. Using this accurate numerical model, it is shown that the finite
element method can be used to predict the behavior of large-scale, multi-body assemblies
used for calibration purposes.
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NOMENCLATURE
Base stand – The rigid structure used to mount the bedplate to the test bench foundation.
(Figure 6)
Bedplate – A previously used nacelle frame donated to the facility by General Electric.
(Figure 9)
GBX fixture – A rigid assembly that is used in the RCS to replace the gearbox and
provide a mounting location for load cells and reaction blocks. (Figure 10)
Hub point – A point at the center of a nacelle’s hub that can be used to superimpose all
displacements and forces to a single value at a single location. (Figure 18)
Load applicator unit (LAU) – The portion of the 7.5 MW test bench that applies loads
to the device under test. (Figure 3)
Main shaft – A previously used nacelle shaft donated to the facility by General Electric.
(Figure 16)
MBR fixture – A rigid assembly that is used in the RCS to replace the main bearing and
provide a mounting location for load cells and reaction blocks. (Figure 10)
Nacelle – The portion of a wind turbine that contains most of its components, e.g. the
gearbox generator, brakes, etc. (Figure 1)
Pressure shoe – An aluminum fitting that is mounted on the load cells in order to transfer
the loads from the main shaft. (Figure 12)
Rigid commissioning stand (RCS) – A rigid and static test stand that allows the loads
applied by the LAU to be transferred to a fixed nacelle frame through the use of
load cells to aid in calibration. (Figure 15)

xvii

RCS Test Plan – An experimental test procedure designed by the test engineers at the
facility to calibrate the LAU using the RCS. It contains three testing phases with
different load cell and reaction block configurations. (Section 2.3)
Reaction block – An aluminum block used to keep the main shaft from drifting when the
LAU is in force control mode. (Figure 13)
+X GBX Load Cell – The load cell mounted on the GBX fixture in order to measure
forces in the +X direction during Phase I & II. (Figure 20 & Figure 21)
+X GBX Reaction Block – The reaction block mounted on the GBX fixture in order to
keep the main shaft from drifting in the +X direction during Phase III. (Figure 22)
+Y GBX Load Cell – The load cell mounted on the GBX fixture in order to measure
forces in the +Y direction during all phases of testing. (Figure 21, Figure 22, &
Figure 23)
+Y MBR Load Cell – The load cell mounted on the MBR fixture in order to measure
forces in the +Y direction during Phase III. (Figure 22)
+Y MBR Reaction Block – The reaction block mounted on the MBR fixture in order to
keep the main shaft from drifting in the +Y direction during Phase II. (Figure 21)
-Y GBX Load Cell – The load cell mounted on the GBX fixture in order to measure
forces in the –Y direction during all phases of testing. (Figure 20, Figure 21, &
Figure 22)
-Y MBR Load Cell – The load cell mounted on the MBR fixture in order to measure
forces in the –Y direction during Phase III. (Figure 22)
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-Y MBR Reaction Block – The reaction block mounted on the MBR fixture in order to
keep the main shaft from drifting in the –Y direction during Phase II. (Figure 21)
+Z GBX Load Cell – The load cell mounted on the GBX fixture in order to measure
forces in the +Z direction during Phase I & II. (Figure 20 & Figure 21)
+Z GBX Reaction Block – The reaction block mounted on the GBX fixture in order to
keep the main shaft from drifting in the +Z direction during Phase III. (Figure 22)
+Z MBR Reaction Block – The reaction block mounted on the MBR fixture in order to
keep the main shaft from drifting in the +Z direction during Phase II & III.
(Figure 21 & Figure 22)
-Z GBX Reaction Block – The reaction block mounted on the GBX fixture in order to
keep the main shaft from drifting in the –Z direction during Phase II & III.
(Figure 21 & Figure 22)
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, 90% of the energy
consumed in the United States comes from non-renewable energy sources, such as
petroleum, natural gas, and coal [1]. However, as their name suggests, these energy
sources are finite and will not be able to support the world’s energy needs forever.
Additionally, these energy sources tend to release carbon dioxide and other gases into the
atmosphere which have the ability to cause climate change; therefore, the need to
efficiently harvest clean, safe, and renewable energy sources is becoming increasingly
urgent [2].
One of the most shared and abundant source of renewable energy is wind, which
can be harvested using wind turbines. The most common type of wind turbine is the
horizontal axis wind turbine. These turbines feature a nacelle “equipped with fan blades
and placed at the top of a tall tower [3].” These towers can be as tall as 135 m with a
rotor diameter of 170 m [4]. A typical horizontal axis wind turbine can be seen in Figure
1 with its major components labelled.

1

Figure 1: Labelled Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine [5]

The nacelle typically contains a gearbox, a generator, brakes, wind sensors, and a
computer. With these components, the nacelle can be rotated to the most ideal position
and control the amount of wind energy that is being harvested. In order to help optimize
these turbines, Clemson University has established the SCE&G Energy Innovation
Center. This center is a state-of-the-art energy systems testing and research facility. It
contains two large wind turbine test benches: one that can support 7.5 MW wind turbines
and another that can support 15 MW turbines. Both of these test benches have the ability
to mount the nacelle of the wind turbine and apply forces and moments to its shaft. By
applying these loads in a controlled environment, test engineers can simulate realistic
wind conditions and obtain accurate data pertaining to the performance of the
components within the nacelle.
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As of December 2014, the 15 MW wind turbine test bench is under construction,
but the 7.5 MW test bench is operational. A CAD model of the 7.5 MW test bench can
be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: 7.5 MW Test Bench CAD Model with Rigid Commissioning Stand

However, before the test engineers could allow customers to use the test bench, the load
applicator unit (LAU) has to be calibrated. This part of the system is responsible for
applying forces and moments to the shaft of the nacelle. Test engineers need to have an
accurate response from the LAU to ensure that customers know the exact magnitude and
direction of the loads being applied to their nacelle. This accurate data will allow them
to more efficiently optimize the components within their nacelle. In order to calibrate the
LAU, a Rigid Commissioning Stand (RCS) was created. The RCS is a rigid and static
test stand that allows the applied loads to be transferred to a fixed nacelle frame through

3

the use of load cells. These load cells provide experimental data that can be compared to
the input loads to help calibrate the LAU.
However, to supplement this calibration process, test engineers wanted to confirm
the behavior of the RCS using the finite element method. By implementing this method,
test engineers will be able to verify the readings from the load cells and other sensors to
gain more confidence in the accuracy of the LAU. This research provides test engineers
additional experimental results from strain gauges and numerical results from the finite
element model. It is important to note that throughout this thesis “input” values refer to
the loads input to the LAU through the user interface, “experimental” values refer to the
loads measured by the load cells and strain gauges installed on the RCS, and “numerical”
values refer to the results produced by the finite element model. These experimental and
numerical sets of data can then be compared to the input values to determine the accuracy
of the LAU. Additionally, this research was performed to determine the usefulness of
performing a finite element analysis on a nacelle before customers arrive at the facility.
By proving that a finite element analysis can be performed accurately offsite, customers
can better prepare for the onsite testing they wish to perform. By outlining the steps
required to perform an accurate finite element analysis, customers will be able quickly
replicate the simulations following the verified assumptions outlined in this thesis.
1.2 Research Objectives
The main purpose of this research was to answer the following question:

Can a finite element model be used to accurately determine the behavior
of a large-scale, multi-body assembly used for calibration?

4

As previously, stated the structure attempting to be calibrated for this thesis is the LAU,
and the assembly used to achieve this calibration is the RCS. The results from this thesis
need to be accurate because customers are expecting precise loads to be applied to their
device under test. With an accurate LAU, customers can gain more confidence in the
optimization of their components. The RCS is described as large-scale because some of
the components have a mass in the range of 7,400 kg. Furthermore, the results found
from this analysis of the 7.5 MW test bench will likely be applied to the calibration of the
15 MW test bench, which is the largest wind turbine test bench in the world [6]. The
RCS is also described as multi-body due to the number of components that are required
to build the assembly. The components range in characteristic length from 0.1 m to 4 m,
and various interactions between components of different materials complicate the
analysis.
In order to answer this research question, the following goals were set:


Create an accurate finite element model of the Rigid Commissioning Stand
using valid assumptions in order to reduce computation time and
requirements;



Document the process used to create the finite element model to be able to
reproduce the results or apply the same method to similar test stands and
obtain accurate results;



Properly install strain gauges on the RCS and calibrate them using the
equipment provided by Savannah River National Laboratory;
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Document the strain gauge calibration process for future applications of strain
gauges at the facility;



Perform an uncertainty analysis on the experimental strain gauge data
obtained during the Rigid Commissioning Stand Test Plan;



Compare the numerical and experimental results with the input values in order
to determine the accuracy of the calibration process;



Provide conclusions and recommendations based on the results of the analysis
of the Rigid Commissioning Stand.

1.3 Literature Review
Several studies have already been performed that compare numerical results to
experimental results of complex assemblies; however, the assemblies that were
investigated did not have both the large-scale and multi-body characteristics of the RCS.
Accuracy of biomedical finite element models is important due to the severe and harmful
consequences that can stem from unknown errors. In order to determine the predictive
power of these models, Dreischarf et al. [7] compared eight different validated finite
element models of the lumbar spine (L1-5). These models were each slightly different in
geometry and material properties, but each one was subject to the same loading and
boundary conditions. The researchers then compared the numerical results to in vitro
experimental data and determined that the accuracy of the finite element models is better
when the results from all eight models are averaged together. Similarly, Patel et al. [8]
performed a finite element analysis on mouse tibia bones. For this study, they obtained
in vitro experimental data by installing strain gauges on the tibia and applying a
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compressive load. Then they created a finite element model of the tibia and obtained
numerical data. The researchers were successful in predicting the strain in the tibia
through a combination of experimental and numerical data, but they could have
benefitted by performing the finite element analysis first and placing the strain gauges in
the high strain locations. These previous studies focused on developing accurate multibody finite element models, but they were missing the large-scale characteristic that is
pertinent to this thesis.
Additionally, several studies have been performed that accurately compare
numerical results to experimental results obtained from large-scale analyses, but they lack
the multi-body characteristic of the RCS. Chen et al. [9] performed both an experimental
and finite element analysis of a large wind turbine blade failing under static loading.
According to the researchers, prior to this full scale failure test in 2014, “no experimental
study focused on the failure of blades with lengths longer than 40 m has been publically
reported [9].”

Therefore, the researchers performed an experimental and numerical

failure test on a 52.3 m wind turbine blade. The size of the blade forced the researchers
to change how they meshed the finite element model. They stated:
…modeling and analyzing an entire blade structure using solid elements is
extremely difficult due to the large differences in size scales of the
component details and the entire blade. Considering that the blade failure
occurred primarily at the transition region, only a local part of the blade
had to be modeled and analyzed using solid elements [9].
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The remainder of the blade was meshed using shell components. These researchers also
used strain gauges to determine the experimental strain at strategic locations, and they
found that the experimental results matched the numerical results, except for one strain
gauge location. This analysis required accurate modeling of a large-scale component, but
the results it produced do not directly pertain to multi-body assemblies. Jianbao et al.
[10] analyzed the wall pressure of large diameter silos using theoretical results,
experimental results, and numerical results from finite element models.

The finite

element models that were created for these analyses had an inner diameter of 28 m and a
height of over 14 m; however, they were modeled as a single solid body. The researchers
found that numerical wall pressure values were similar to experimental values and were
even more accurate than the theoretical results at the bottom of the silos. On the other
hand, the researchers also attempted to scale the numerical results produced by small
diameter silo finite element models (inner diameter of 7 m) and found that the scaled
results were inaccurate around the base of the silo. This research shows that the largescale characteristic of the silo has a strong and non-linear influence on its numerical
results. However, this research does not account for multi-body characteristics, which
are found in the RCS.
Furthermore, modeling analyses have already been performed on the mechanical
and electrical components at the SCE&G Energy Innovation Center. Schkoda and Fox
[11] have been creating dynamic models of the test equipment used in the two test
benches with the goal of “evaluating the safety and effectiveness of proposed test
protocols,” and preventing “potential problems that may have arisen during the test.”
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The researchers have also been creating electrical models to ensure the electrical and
mechanical interface between the eGRID and the test benches performs as expected. By
creating these models, the researchers are attempting to prove that the test benches have
the ability to apply loads repeatedly and accurately. However, the modeling performed
by Schkoda and Fox focuses solely on dynamic responses and interactions of the test
benches, but it does not include static finite element models. Therefore, the research
presented in this thesis concentrated on the procedure required to produce accurate finite
element models of large-scale, multi-body assemblies used for calibration.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis presents the research findings and proves the
importance and usefulness of the RCS finite element model.
Chapter 2 describes the subassemblies of the 7.5 MW test bench and the
components used in the RCS, and it defines how the entire system operates. Also, this
chapter summarizes the “RCS Test Plan” as determined by the test engineers and
describes the purpose of each test phase.
In Chapter 3, the finite element model of the RCS is created.

Here, the

components and relationships used in the model, along with the simplifying assumptions,
are presented.
Chapter 4 describes the devices used to obtain experimental data and summarizes
how the strain gauges were installed.
In Chapter 5, the uncertainties of the experimental and numerical data are
discussed, and a sensitivity analysis is performed on the RCS finite element model.
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Chapter 6 contains a comparison of the input values, experimental results, and
numerical results and provides a thorough analysis on their meanings and implications.
In the last chapter, Chapter 7, conclusions are drawn about the usefulness of the
finite element model at the facility and recommendations are made as to any changes that
could be made to increase its accuracy. Additionally, areas of the analysis that can be
expanded for future work are identified.
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CHAPTER TWO
SYSTEM AND TEST PLAN DESCRIPTION
2.1 7.5 MW Test Bench
The SCE&G Energy Innovation Center was built on a retired U.S. naval shipyard
in North Charleston, S.C. after being funded by the U.S. Department of Energy, the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act grant, as well as private and public partners
such as Clemson University, SCE&G, and Duke Energy [12]. As previously stated, the
facility contains two large test benches: one that can support 7.5 MW wind turbine
nacelles and another that can support 15 MW nacelles.
The 7.5 MW test bench is “26 feet in diameter and weighs 150 tons,” and it has
the ability to apply six types of quasi-static loads to the shaft of the nacelle: axial forces,
vertical shear forces, lateral shear forces, tilt moments, yaw moments, and torque
moments [12]. Furthermore, the 15 MW test bench is “43 feet in diameter and weighs
400 tons,” and it can apply the same six types of loads but dynamically and with larger
magnitude [12].

By applying these forces and moments to the shaft of a nacelle,

engineers can simulate the loading conditions the wind turbine will experience during its
life in the field.

In reality, wind does not always flow perpendicular to the shaft;

therefore, this wide range of loading conditions allows realistic results to be obtained in a
controlled environment.

By performing this controlled testing, engineers can apply

normal or extreme wind conditions on demand without having to install the turbine in the
field, ultimately saving companies time and money in research. In addition to the two
test stands, the SCE&G Energy Innovation Center features a 15 MW Hardware In the
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Loop electrical grid simulator, recently named the Duke Energy eGRID (Electrical Grid
Research Innovation and Development) [12]. The purpose of this grid simulator is to
connect to the test benches and allow electrical engineers to monitor how the power
produced by the wind turbines affects electrical infrastructure.

Additionally, by

connecting the test stands to the grid simulator, engineers can monitor how the
backfeeding of electrical power from the grid affects the electrical components of the
wind turbine. This grid simulator represents current electrical power transmission and
distribution systems of large cities, which allows for a thorough analysis and optimization
of current power transmission components.

Furthermore, the grid simulator can be

connected to any power providing source, such as solar panels or batteries, to allow
companies to research their electricity producing components.
However, the scope of this paper focuses exclusively on the 7.5 MW wind turbine
test bench and excludes the 15 MW test bench and the Duke Energy eGRID. The
purpose of this research was to concentrate on the testing of the RCS and calibration of
the LAU in the 7.5 MW test bench. Figure 3 shows the 7.5 MW test bench with the major
subassemblies labeled.
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Figure 3: Labeled Diagram of 7.5 MW Test Bench
The 7.5 MW test bench contains an “8,400 kW, asynchronous, water-cooled drive
motor [13].” This motor is connected to a gearbox with a gear ratio of approximately
100:1 in order to convert the high speed, low torque rotation from the motor to low speed,
high torque rotation typically experienced by wind turbines [13].

Additionally, the

gearbox has a complex support structure that allows it to have three degrees of freedom
[13]. Hidden inside the LAU is a large floating disk. The gearbox connects to the disk in
the LAU through the use of a shaft with a “curved tooth coupling which behaves similar
to a constant velocity joint [13].” The combination of the curved tooth coupling and the
complex support structure of the gearbox gives the LAU disk six degrees of freedom
[13]. Surrounding the LAU disk are 24 pistons that push on it in order to apply a force or
displacement. These pistons have the ability to apply thrust and radial forces of ±2,000
kN, bending moments of ±10,000 kNm, and a torque moment of ±6,000 kNm. There are
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two home positions for the LAU disk: “LAU Off” and “Dead Zero.” “LAU Off” is the
location of the center of the disk when the piston hydraulics are turned off, and the disk
drops to a resting position. “Dead Zero” is the location of the center of the disk when the
disk is perfectly aligned within the LAU. Additionally, connected to the LAU disk is the
six-axis flange. This flange was not operational for the RCS test plan, but it has the
ability to measure the loads and displacements being applied to the device under test in
any direction.
When customers bring their nacelle to the facility for testing, they mount the
nacelle to the test bench foundation and connect their main shaft to the six-axis flange.
The six degrees of freedom of the LAU disk allow the main shaft of the nacelle to
“displace as it would if it were in operation [13].” The LAU has two operating modes:
displacement control mode and force control mode. In displacement control mode, the
test engineers can input a displacement magnitude and direction for the hub point of the
device under test. Conversely, in force control mode, the engineers input the forces to
apply at the hub point. The hub point is a point in space that is located at the center of the
rotor hub of a nacelle; however, since every brand of wind turbine is different, the
location of the hub point for the 7.5 MW test bench is determined by the engineers and
can be relocated if necessary. This point allows for the pressures (or displacements)
measured by the LAU pistons to be superimposed and combined to create a single set of
applied forces (or displacements) at a single point. Also, an important feature of the 7.5
MW test bench is its built-in tilt. The shaft of the test stand and the LAU are tilted at a 4°
angle relative to horizontal. This feature can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: 4° Tilt of 7.5 MW Test Bench

2.2 Rigid Commissioning Stand (RCS)
As previously stated, before customers can use the test bench, the LAU has to be
calibrated; therefore, the test engineers designed the RCS. The RCS is essentially a fixed
nacelle frame, also known as a bedplate, donated by General Electric with the drivetrain
removed and load cells attached in crucial locations. Additionally, General Electric
donated a main shaft that can be attached to the LAU of the test bench. The shaft
contacts the load cells attached to the bedplate, and the loads applied to the main shaft are
then transmitted throughout the fixed bedplate. However, by including these load cells in
the RCS, the loads applied to the main shaft can be measured while they are being
transmitted to the bedplate. This is important because this experimental data supplements
the piston sensor data to aid in the calibration of the LAU and allows for the comparison
of experimentally measured loads and input loads. Figure 5 shows the colored RCS
installed on the 7.5 MW test bench with the rest of the test bench in grayscale. The
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following section describes its components, establishes a common nomenclature, and
explains the general assembly order.

Figure 5: CAD Model of Rigid Commissioning Stand Installed on 7.5 MW Test Bench

The assembly used to attach the RCS to the test bench foundation is the base
stand shown in Figure 6. It is a welded assembly that was designed by R&D A/S
Engineering Solutions.

Figure 6: Base Stand of Rigid Commissioning Stand
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This assembly attaches to the test bench foundation using 12 multi-jackbolt tensioners
and 12 T-bolts. Overall, the base stand is composed of six smaller components: base
plate, support cone, large outside buttress, small outside buttress, inside buttress, and top
ring. These components are all composed of S355 steel and are welded together using
multi-layer welding; however, Figure 6 shows the base stand without any welds.

The

tapped holes in the top ring allow for the base stand to be used with a variety of nacelles.
For the RCS, the component that connects to the top of the base stand is the bearing
spacer. The bearing spacer has a radial pattern of 68 through-holes that allows it to fasten
to the top plate. Similar to the components in the base stand, the bearing spacer is
composed of S355 structural steel.

Figure 7 displays a bearing spacer used in the

assembly.

Figure 7: Bearing Spacer of Rigid Commissioning Stand

In addition to the 68 through-holes, the bearing spacer contains 64 M36 tapped
holes. These tapped holes allow for the dummy bearing to be fastened to the bearing
spacer. The dummy bearing takes the place of normal nacelle bearings and ensures that
the entire test stand is rigid. This component is also composed of S355 structural steel,
and it can be seen in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Dummy Bearing of Rigid Commissioning Stand

Attached to the top of the dummy bearing is another bearing spacer. Ultimately,
this spacer acts as an adapter and allows for the bedplate to be mounted using 68 M36
fasteners. This bedplate was previously used in a nacelle and was donated to the facility
by General Electric. It is irregularly shaped as shown in Figure 9 and was cast using a
specific type of structural steel with a Young’s modulus of 170 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio
of 0.3.

Figure 9: Bedplate of Rigid Commissioning Stand
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Fastened directly to the bedplate are two different assemblies, the gearbox fixture
(GBX fixture) and the main bearing fixture (MBR fixture).

The names of these

components come from their location on the bedplate and the mechanical systems they
replace. These components provide a location to mount and rigidly support the load
transferring components, i.e. load cells and reaction blocks, during testing. Once again,
the GBX and MBR fixtures are composed of S355 structural steel, and they can be seen
in Figure 10 (a) and (b), respectively. Both fixtures were assembled using welds and
fasteners, and both are mounted to the bedplate using fasteners.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: GBX Fixture (a) and MBR Fixture (b) of Rigid Commissioning Stand

As previously mentioned, mounted on the GBX and MBR fixtures are load cells.
The load cells used to measure the forces applied to the RCS are Interface Model 1250
Standard High Capacity Load Cells. Figure 11 shows a CAD model of the load cells, but
the manufacturer specifications of these load cells can be found on Interface’s website
[14].
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Figure 11: Load Cell of Rigid Commissioning Stand

As can be seen in Figure 11, the load cell assembly features many components.
The actual load cell device is the component shown in blue. However, it also comes with
a baseplate with a slotted adjusting plate and an M90 threaded rod for mounting pressure
shoes to the load cell. These adjustable features allow for the device to be placed in
contact with the main shaft before the loads are applied by the LAU. For the RCS there
are three types of pressure shoes: a flat pressure shoe, three GBX pressure shoes, and two
MBR pressure shoes. Each of these types of pressure shoes can be seen in parts (a), (b),
and (c) of Figure 12, respectively. They serve to evenly distribute the pressure applied
from the main shaft to the load cells. The GBX pressure shoe and the MBR pressure
shoe appear to be identical; however, the GBX pressure shoe has a cutout radius of 255
mm, and the MBR pressure shoe has a cutout radius of 355 mm. All of the pressure
shoes are composed of aluminum.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12: Flat (a), GBX (b), and MBR (c) Pressure Shoes of Rigid Commissioning
Stand

In addition to the load cells, several reaction blocks mount to the GBX and MBR
fixtures. These components act like dummy load cells and give support to the main shaft
when the LAU is in force control mode to keep it from drifting. They mount to the GBX
and MBR fixtures using the same slotted adjusting plates used by the load cells and can
be shimmed to contact the shaft before loads are applied by the LAU. Each reaction
block is composed of aluminum, and an example of one can be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Reaction Block of Rigid Commissioning Stand
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The last component that directly mounts to the bedplate is the lower front bracket.
It is not intended to be a load bearing component, but instead it serves to support the main
shaft when the LAU is turned off.

This bracket is an assembly of several components

that are composed of different materials. Figure 14 shows the lower front bracket and its
multiple shims.

Figure 14: Lower Front Bracket of Rigid Commissioning Stand

The lower front bracket is made of S355 structural steel and features two
aluminum shims and two ABS plastic shims. These shims are removable and can be
adjusted to support the main shaft when necessary. Once these components have been
installed, the resulting assembly is known as the static portion of the RCS. Figure 15
shows the static RCS fully assembled without fasteners or welds. It should be noted that
the load cells and reaction blocks are configurable.

Certain arrangements of these

components are required for certain phases of testing, and the configuration shown in
Figure 15 is just an example. These configurations are explained in detail in the RCS
Test Plan section of this chapter.
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Figure 15: Rigid Commissioning Stand

However, there are more components that are used during the testing of the RCS.
The first of these components is the main shaft. This component was also previously
used in a nacelle and was donated to the facility by General Electric. It is composed of
S355 structural steel, and the CAD model of the shaft is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Main Shaft of Rigid Commissioning Stand
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The main shaft contains 48 through-holes that are used to connect it to the
adapter, which has 48 M36 tapped holes. However, between main shaft and the adapter
is the adapter plate.

This component essentially acts as a spacer between the two

components. Both the adapter plate and adapter are composed of S355 structural steel,
and the two components can be seen in Figure 17 (a) and (b), respectively.

(b)

(a)

Figure 17: Adapter Plate (a) and Adapter (b) of Rigid Commissioning Stand

For the finite element analysis of the RCS, the adapter is the final component that
was modeled. Realistically, the adapter fastens to the six-axis flange which is further
connected to the disk in the LAU; however, in order to simplify the analysis and narrow
the scope of the project, the modeling was terminated at the adapter. This is possible
because the six degrees of freedom of the LAU disk allow the adapter, adapter flange,
and main shaft to float.

Additionally, modeling was terminated at this component

because the hub point is located in the center of the adapter. As previously stated, the
hub point is a common point for which all forces can be measured and projected to. This
allows for the numerical results to be comparable to input values. The location of the hub
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point on the adapter for the RCS analysis can be seen in Figure 18, but this point is
analyzed and explained in detail in the Hub Point section.

Figure 18: Hub Point of Rigid Commissioning Stand

Furthermore, it is important to understand the connection between the main shaft and the
load transferring components, i.e. the load cells and reaction blocks. The main shaft is
essentially fastened to the disk of the LAU; however, in order to transfer loads to the
bedplate, it needs to contact the load cells and reaction blocks. The only interaction
between the main shaft and these components is friction; therefore, the only types of
loads that are transferred are compressive and frictional shear loads.

The friction

interaction between the main shaft and the load transferring components is explained in
detail in the Interaction Between Components section of Chapter 3.
For clarity, Table 1 displays the properties of each material used in the RCS
assembly.

Since the loads are applied relatively slowly and the deformations are

relatively small, the only important material properties are Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratio.
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Table 1: Material Properties of RCS Analysis [15, 16, 17]
Young’s Modulus (E) [GPa]

Poisson’s Ratio (υ)

ABS Plastic

2.0

0.350

Aluminum

69

0.334

Bedplate Steel

170

0.300

S355 Structural Steel

210

0.300

Material

It is also important to note the orientation of the coordinate system during this
analysis. Figure 19 defines the orientation of the global coordinate system for the 7.5
MW test bench.

Figure 19: Global Coordinate System of 7.5 MW Test Bench [18]
The “RCS Test Plan” defines the global coordinate system as follows:
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The coordinate system has its origin at the hub point and does not rotate
with the rotor. The x-axis points in the direction along the main shaft in
the downwind direction. The y-axis is horizontal and perpendicular to the
x-axis, and the z-axis completes the coordinate system in accordance with
the right hand rule [18].

Furthermore, Table 2 defines the forces and moments that can be applied to the RCS and
the maximum loads that it can support. The maximum RCS supportable loads are limited
by the strength of the GBX and MBR fixtures and by the maximum capacity of the load
cells.
Table 2: Force and Moment Definitions [18]

Direction

Nomenclature

Max. LAU
Load

Max. RCS
Supportable Load

Percent of Max.
LAU Load

Thrust Force

±X

Fx

±2,000 [kN]

±576 [kN]

29%

Lateral Force

±Y

Fy

±2,000 [kN]

±739 [kN]

37%

Vertical Force

±Z

Fz

±2,000 [kN]

±675 [kN]

34%

Torque

±X

Mx or τ

±6,000 [kNm]

N/A

N/A

Tilt Moment

±Y

My

±10,000 [kNm]

±1,920 [kNm]

20%

Yaw Moment

±Z

Mz

±10,000 [kNm]

±3,370 [kNm]

34%

Description

2.3 RCS Test Plan
In order to calibrate the LAU, the test engineers at the facility devised a test plan
that fully encompasses the capabilities of the LAU.
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This plan has three sections:

operating the LAU with the test bench only (Figure 3), operating the LAU with the RCS
(Figure 5), and operating the LAU with a GE nacelle installed. However, this thesis only
focuses on the second section since it allows the engineers to calibrate the LAU using the
static RCS.
This particular section of the test plan is composed of three phases. Each of these
phases has different applied loads and load cell configurations. By analyzing the LAU
with a variety of loads and configurations, test engineers will be able to predict the
behavior of the LAU under any loading condition.
2.3.1 Phase I
Phase I is the simplest of the configurations.

It features four load cells all

mounted on the GBX fixture. Figure 20 shows Phase I of the RCS test plan with the
GBX and MBR fixtures hidden. Each load cell was extended far enough to ensure the
pressure shoes were contacting the main shaft before the loads were applied. The load
cells are named “+X GBX Load Cell,” “+Y GBX Load Cell,” “-Y GBX Load Cell,” and
“+Z GBX Load Cell” as determined by the global coordinate system. This configuration
transfers all the applied loads to the GBX fixture and keeps the MBR fixture stress free.
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Figure 20: Phase I Configuration of Rigid Commissioning Stand Test Plan

Phase I uses the displacement control mode of operation for the LAU.

As

previously stated, this means that the engineers input the desired displacement of the hub
point regardless of the forces required to move it to the desired position. Phase I is
composed of four sequences. The first sequence checks for the LAU disk displacement
in the parked position. This sequence is not important to this analysis since it serves to
determine the repeatability of the “LAU Off” position. The second sequence features two
parts. The first part applies an incremental step displacement of 0.2 mm in the +X
direction until a load of 550 kN is applied at the hub point, and then steps back down by
0.2 mm until the thrust force reaches 0 kN. The second part of sequence two applies two
sinusoidal displacements in the X direction, as defined by Table 3.
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Table 3: Sinusoidal Loads of Phase I – Sequence 2 [18]
Part

Frequency [Hz]

Amplitude
[mm]

Offset [mm]

Target Fx (kN)

a.

0.1

+0.4

+8.3

+250

b.

0.5

+0.4

+8.3

+250

The third sequence of the first phase applies an incremental step displacement of 0.2 mm
in the +Z direction until a vertical load of 250 kN is measured at the hub point, and then
steps back down by 0.2 mm until the vertical load reaches 0 kN. Similarly, the fourth
sequence applies the same incremental step in the –Y direction.
2.3.2 Phase II
Phase II configuration is similar to Phase I, but it features the addition of four
reaction blocks. This configuration can be seen in Figure 21 with the GBX and MBR
fixtures hidden. The additional reaction blocks are named “-Z GBX Reaction Block,”
“+Y MBR Reaction Block,” “-Y MBR Reaction Block,” and “+Z MBR Reaction Block”
as dictated by the coordinate system. The load cells were extended and the reaction
blocks were shimmed to contact the main shaft before the loads were applied.
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Figure 21: Phase II Configuration of Rigid Commissioning Stand Test Plan

Phase II uses the force control mode of operation for the LAU. As previously
stated, this means the engineers input the loads to be applied to the device under test
regardless of the displacements required to achieve them. Phase II is composed of three
sequences. The first sequence applies an incrementally stepping Fx force of 50 kN up to
550 kN at a 200 kN/sec ramp rate, and then steps back down in the same manner until Fx
reaches 0 kN. The second sequence of this phase is a repeatability test for Fx, and it has
six parts. Table 4 describes this sequence. The last sequence of the second phase has
seven parts and applies seven different sinusoidal Fx loads according to Table 5.
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Table 4: Fx Repeatability Cycles of Phase II – Sequence 2 [18]
Part

Initial Load [kN]

Peak Load [kN]

Ramp Rate [kN/sec]

# of Cycles

a.

0

+100

200

5

b.

0

+200

200

5

c.

0

+300

200

5

d.

0

+400

200

5

e.

0

+500

200

3

f.

+100

+300

200

5

Table 5: Sinusoidal Fx Loads of Phase II – Sequence 3 [18]

Part

Frequency [Hz]

Offset [kN]

Amplitude [kN]

Fz (Preload)
[kN]

a.

0.1

+150

+100

+20

b.

0.1

+250

+200

+20

c.

0.1

+250

+200

+40

d.

0.5

+150

+100

+40

e.

0.5

+150

+100

+20

f.

1.0

+150

+100

+20

g.

1.0

+150

+100

+20
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2.3.3 Phase III
The final configuration is Phase III. This configuration also features four load
cells and four reaction blocks, but the load cells are arranged in locations that allow them
to measure applied lateral forces and yaw moments. Figure 22 shows that two load cells
are mounted on the MBR fixture (“+Y MBR Load Cell” and “-Y MBR Load Cell”), and
two more are mounted on the GBX fixture (“+Y GBX Load Cell” and “-Y GBX Load
Cell”). Additionally, the “+Z MBR Reaction Block” is mounted on the MBR fixture, and
“+X GBX Reaction Block,” “+Z GBX Reaction Block,” and “-Z GBX Reaction Block”
are mounted on the GBX fixture. Each of these components were extended or shimmed
to contact the main shaft before the loads were applied.

Figure 22: Phase III Configuration of Rigid Commissioning Stand Test Plan

Phase III is composed of seven sequences that focus on Fy and Mz. For most of
those sequences, the LAU is in force control mode; however, the first sequence of Phase
III uses displacement control mode. The first sequence has two parts. In the first part an
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incremental step displacement of 0.2 mm – 0.3 mm is applied in the –Y direction until Fy
reaches -300 kN.

On the other hand, the second part applies an incremental step

displacement of 0.2 mm – 0.3 mm in the +Y direction until Fy reaches 420 kN. After this
sequence, the remainder of the sequences in Phase III are performed in force control
mode. The second sequence applies an incremental Fy load of 100 kN up to 700 kN at a
ramp rate of 200 kN/sec. The third sequence of the third phase is a repeatability test for
Fy, and it has four parts. Table 6 describes the parameters for this sequence.
Table 6: Fy Repeatability Cycles of Phase III – Sequence 3 [18]
Part

Initial Load [kN]

Peak Load [kN]

Ramp Rate [kN/sec]

# of Cycles

a.

+100

+300

200

5

b.

+100

+500

200

5

c.

-200

+200

200

5

d.

-400

+400

200

5

The fourth sequence of the third phase has two parts and applies two different sinusoidal
Fy loads according to Table 7.
Table 7: Sinusoidal Fy Loads of Phase III – Sequence 4 [18]

Part

Frequency [Hz]

Offset [kN]

Amplitude [kN]

Fz (Preload)
[kN]

a.

0.1

+350

200

+20

b.

0.1

-350

200

+20
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The fifth sequence applies a stepping Mz load of 200 kNm up to +2800 kNm at a ramp
rate of 200 kNm/sec, and then steps back down at the same rate until Mz reaches 0 kNm.
The sixth sequence is similar to the third sequence; however, this sequence serves to
determine the repeatability of the Mz loads.

Table 8 describes the seven parts of this

repeatability test.
Table 8: Mz Repeatability Cycles of Phase III – Sequence 6 [18]
Part

Initial Load [kNm] Peak Load [kNm]

Ramp Rate [kNm/sec]

# of Cycles

a.

0

+400

200

5

b.

0

+1000

200

5

c.

+100

+1600

200

5

d.

+100

+2100

200

5

e.

+100

+2600

200

5

f.

-1000

+1000

200

5

g.

-2000

+2000

200

5

Likewise, the seventh sequence is similar to the fourth sequence, but this sequence has
ten parts and applies sinusoidal moments in the Z direction.
parameters for this sequence.
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Table 9 outlines the

Table 9: Sinusoidal Mz Loads of Phase III – Sequence 7 [18]
Part

Frequency [Hz]

Offset [kNm]

Amplitude [kNm]

Fz (Preload) [kNm]

a.

0.1

0

+500

+20

b.

0.1

+1000

+500

+20

c.

0.1

+1000

+500

+40

d.

0.1

-1000

+500

+20

e.

0.5

0

+500

+20

f.

0.5

+1000

+500

+20

g.

0.5

-1000

+500

+20

h.

1.0

0

+200

+20

i.

1.0

+350

+200

+20

j.

1.0

+350

-200

+20

The descriptions of the test plan in this section are general summaries, but the
complete “RCS Test Plan” can be obtained from the engineers at the SCE&G Energy
Innovation Center. Additionally, for ease of use and future reference, the load cell and
reaction block arrangements in the phase configurations have been simplified in Table
10. The shown coordinate system helps with naming conventions of the load cells and
reaction blocks.
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Table 10: Phase Configurations in Table Format
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CHAPTER 3
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
3.1 Assembling the Finite Element Model
Many engineering analyses, such as structural analysis, can be completed by
solving partial differential equations; however, obtaining theoretical results for these
equations can be extremely difficult, if not impossible, for complex shapes and
configurations such as the RCS. Therefore, this thesis employs the use of the finite
element method to determine numerical results in place of the theoretical results.
According to Fish and Belytschko, the finite element method is “a numerical approach by
which these partial differential equations can be solved approximately [19].” During this
project, SolidWorks 2013 was used to help manipulate the models of some components,
and Abaqus/CAE 6.10 was used to perform the finite element analysis.
The first step in performing this analysis was to import the components into
Abaqus and assemble the RCS.

Fortunately, STEP files of the components were

provided by the facility. This means that they were realistically modeled and accurately
dimensioned. The finite element assembly process began with the base stand and moved
vertically as directed by the “RCS Assembly Manual [20].” Components were positioned
using “Face to Face” and “Coaxial” constraints. This means that the positioning of the
components is considered ideal, with flat surfaces perfectly contacting neighboring flat
surfaces and circular components perfectly aligned axially. This produced the Abaqus
assembly shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Rigid Commissioning Stand Finite Element Model

For the finite element analysis, three different sub-models were created, one for each
phase outlined in Table 10.

All three of these sub-models have the same basic

components but different configurations of load cells and reaction blocks. Additionally
the main shaft, load cells, and reaction blocks are the only components that have variable
positioning for all the sub-models.

However, the global position of the shaft was

recorded using sensors during the experimental tests of the RCS test plan; therefore, for
each individual sub-model, the main shaft was positioned based on this information to
represent realistic conditions. Conversely, the position of the load cells and reaction
blocks was not recorded during the experimental tests. During the installation process of
the RCS, the load cells were visually aligned with the main shaft and extended to ensure
the pressure shoes contacted the shaft. On the other hand, the reaction blocks were
shimmed as much as possible in an attempt to contact the shaft, but the shims were of
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finite thickness and consistent contact between the main shaft and the reaction blocks
could not be guaranteed. The thinnest plate used to shim the reaction blocks is 1 mm
thick; therefore, the gap between the main shaft and reaction blocks has a possible range
of 0 mm to 1 mm. Ultimately this means the positioning of these components and the
gap between the main shaft and reaction blocks are unknown.

These parameters

contribute to the uncertainties of the numerical model and are analyzed in more detail in
the Sensitivity Analysis section of Chapter 5.
3.2 Interaction Between Components
All components used in the RCS use one of three methods to interact with
surrounding components: fasteners, welding, or friction. Therefore, in order to obtain
accurate numerical results, these types of interactions were modeled in a manner that
produces realistic results.
3.2.1 Fasteners
The most common type of connection used in the RCS is fasteners; however, this
connection is relatively complex on the fundamental level.

Modeling realistic bolt

connections requires the addition of accurately modeled bolts, implementing accurate
pre-tension bolt loads, and defining surface-to-surface contacts between the connecting
components as well as between the bolts and the components involved: all of this for
several hundred bolts that are used to assemble the RCS. Implementing these additional
parts and features in the RCS would drastically increase computation time and
requirements; therefore, a fastener analysis was performed in order to determine if
changes could be made to simplify the finite element model while maintaining accuracy.
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Simplification of the fastener connections was performed through the creation of
several intermediate models. These models have an increasing level of complexity and
serve to compare the fully modeled fastener connection to simpler versions. Each model
features the same basic assembly; two plates attached to each other with one fixed and
the other pulled on with an applied pressure as shown in Figure 24. “Plate 1” is the lower
plate, and “Plate 2” is the upper plate for all models. Both plates for all models have
material properties of S355 structural steel and have outside dimensions of 960 mm x 240
mm x 40 mm. These dimensions and properties are similar in size to the components
used in the RCS. Furthermore, the pressure applied to the top plate is 100 MPa, which
also produces stress values similar to those experienced by the RCS.

Figure 24: Setup of Fastener Analysis

However, the interaction between the two plates is different for each model. For
brevity, only the important fastener simulation models are mentioned in this thesis. The
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first simulation created, titled “Tied Simple Plate,” features two plates that are tied
together with no holes as shown in Figure 24. The Abaqus user manual defines a tie
constraint as the following: “A tie constraint allows you to fuse together two regions even
though the meshes created on the surfaces of the regions may be dissimilar [21].” This is
one of the simplest models since there is no friction present, and it does not feature any
bolt holes. “Tied Holed Plate” was the second simulation created, and it features two
plates that are tied together with two bolt holes in each plate, as seen in Figure 25. These
bolt holes have a radius of 20 mm. This model is a little bit more complex since it does
feature the bolt holes; however, there is still no friction present.

Figure 25: Tied Holed Plate Model

After creating the intermediate models to understand the fastener interactions (not
presented in this thesis), the most realistic simulation was created, which is titled
“Friction Pre-tensioned Bolts.” This model features two plates and two bolts with a pre-
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tension load in each bolt. For this model, there is friction between the plates and between
the plates and bolts. This model can be seen in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Friction Pre-tensioned Bolts Model
The bolts used in the “Friction Pre-tensioned Bolts” simulation have an inner radius of 20
mm, a bolt length of 80 mm, a head radius of 35 mm, and a head height of 15 mm. The
bolt load used to pre-tension the bolts is an evenly distributed 123 MPa. This pretensioned bolt load comes from the clamp load of similar type bolts and is calculated to
be 69% of the yield strength [22].

These bolts also have material properties of S355

structural steel.
A comparison among these three fastener simulations allows for the simplification
of the realistic fastener connections. As can be seen in the previously mentioned figures,
each plate was partitioned five times. These partitioned planes were placed at strategic
locations. Each of the four smaller sections is 120 mm long and each of the two larger
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sections is 240 mm long.

This was performed so the smaller partitioned sections

represent three characteristic lengths of the bolts used, and the larger partitioned sections
represent six characteristic lengths.

Furthermore, this ensured that Abaqus’s mesh

algorithm placed nodes in consistent locations and made it possible to extract stresses and
strains at the exact same points throughout each of the three models. There was a total of
63 points analyzed for each plate. An example of the distribution of these analysis points
can be seen in Figure 27 with the points circled in yellow. Additionally, with these points
of interest distributed throughout each plate, the effects of local and global deformation
can be analyzed.

Figure 27: Positioning of Analysis Points

With the three comparable models created, the next step was to obtain results and
compare their accuracy. Each finite element model was run in Abaqus and produced a
field output of strains and stresses at each node. The strains and stresses at each node
were then exported to Microsoft Excel for comparison.
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The first comparison was

between the “Tied Simple Plate” simulation and the “Friction Pre-tensioned Bolts”
simulation with a coarse mesh of about 20 mm for the plates in both models and 10 mm
for the bolts in the more realistic model. These two models were compared using percent
error, which is calculated using Equation 1,
𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒
% 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = |
| × 100
𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡

(1)

where 𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 is the solution from the realistic simulation and 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 is the
solution from the “Tied Simple Plate” simulation. Since the load applied in each model
only acts in the local Y direction, only the strains and stresses in this direction were
analyzed. The results from this comparison can be seen in Table 11 and Table 12 for
Plate 1 and Plate 2, respectively. These tables display the strains and stresses at the two
ends of each plate as well as the partitions in between. This allows for the comparison of
local and global results, where local is defined as the area around the connection between
the plates, and global is defined as the area away from the connection. Figure 28 has
been included to clarify the location of the results.
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Plate 2

Plate 1

(a)

(b)

Figure 28: Comparison of “Tied Simple Plate” Model (a) and “Friction Pre-tensioned
Bolts” Model (b)
Table 11: Results from “Tied Simple Plate” Simulation and “Friction Pre-tensioned
Bolts” Simulation Comparison of Plate 1 with Coarse Mesh
Average Strain
Percent Error [%]

Average Stress
Percent Error [%]

Bottom Face

0.33

0.37

1st Partition

0.35

0.35

2nd Partition

0.35

0.35

Middle Partition

0.41

0.40

4th Partition

17.80

17.86

5th Partition

29.33

105.09

Top Face

194.91

96.15

Location
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Table 12: Results from “Tied Simple Plate” Simulation and “Friction Pre-tensioned
Bolts” Simulation Comparison of Plate 2 with Coarse Mesh
Average Strain
Percent Error [%]

Average Stress
Percent Error [%]

Bottom Face

52.21

66.21

1st Partition

30.57

39.60

2nd Partition

36.19

17.86

Middle Partition

0.15

0.13

4th Partition

0.00

0.00

5th Partition

0.00

0.00

Top Face

0.00

0.00

Location

The results show that the accuracy of the simplified model increases as the
distance from the interaction between the two plates is increased. This is expected since
the two models differ in how the plates are modeled and connected in these locations.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the “Tied Simple Plate” simulation is relatively accurate
when it comes to global results, with percent errors less than 0.5% for both stress and
strain. However, the results show that the local stresses and strains are not accurate in the
simplified model, with percent errors greater than 50%. In an attempt to obtain better
results, this exact same analysis was repeated with a finer mesh. The plates in both
models and the bolts in the realistic model were meshed with a global mesh size of
around 5 mm. The exact same setup was used as previously mentioned, and Table 13 and
Table 14 show the results from this mesh reduction.
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Table 13: Results from “Tied Simple Plate” Simulation and “Friction Pre-tensioned
Bolts” Simulation Comparison of Plate 1 with Fine Mesh
Average Strain
Percent Error [%]

Average Stress
Percent Error [%]

Bottom Face

0.02

0.02

1st Partition

0.02

0.02

2nd Partition

0.02

0.02

Middle Partition

0.04

0.03

4th Partition

4.79

4.79

5th Partition

10.21

68.38

Top Face

32.69

313.37

Location

Table 14: Results from “Tied Simple Plate” Simulation and “Friction Pre-tensioned
Bolts” Simulation Comparison of Plate 2 with Fine Mesh
Average Strain
Percent Error [%]

Average Stress
Percent Error [%]

Bottom Face

16.56

99.37

1st Partition

13.76

15.51

2nd Partition

10.25

4.79

Middle Partition

0.05

0.04

4th Partition

0.00

0.00

5th Partition

0.00

0.00

Top Face

0.00

0.00

Location
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The results from Table 13 and Table 14 show that a decrease in the overall mesh
size increased the accuracy of the results. The percent error associated with the global
stresses and strains in both Plate 1 and Plate 2 have been reduced to less than 0.05%.
Additionally, the local strains of both Plate 1 and Plate 2 have become more accurate. On
the other hand, the accuracy of the local stresses in Plate 1 and Plate 2 has degraded;
however, the local results can essentially be considered invalid since the two comparing
models have completely different local topology.
Similarly, a second analysis was performed in order to compare the “Tied Holed
Plate” simulation to the “Friction Pre-tensioned Bolts” simulation. Once again, the two
simulations were performed in Abaqus with a coarse mesh of 20 mm for the plates and 10
mm for the bolts, and the results were once again exported to Excel. There, the stresses
and strains in the local Y direction were compared using Equation 1, where the exact
solution comes from the “Friction Pre-tensioned Bolts” simulation, and the approximate
solution comes from the “Tied Holed Plate” simulation.

The results from this

comparison are shown in Table 15 and Table 16 for Plate 1 and Plate 2, respectively.
Once again, Figure 29 was included to clarify the location of the results.
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Plate 2

Plate 1

(b)

(a)

Figure 29: Comparison of “Tied Holed Plate” Model (a) and “Friction Pre-tensioned”
Bolts Model (b)
Table 15: Results from “Tied Holed Plate” Simulation and “Friction Pre-tensioned Bolts”
Simulation Comparison of Plate 1 with Coarse Mesh
Average Strain
Percent Error [%]

Average Stress
Percent Error [%]

Bottom Face

0.33

0.37

1st Partition

0.35

0.35

2nd Partition

0.35

0.35

Middle Partition

0.41

0.40

4th Partition

17.65

17.71

5th Partition

27.08

102.46

Top Face

151.43

94.42

Location
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Table 16: Results from “Tied Holed Plate” Simulation and “Friction Pre-tensioned Bolts”
Simulation Comparison of Plate 2 with Coarse Mesh
Average Strain
Percent Error [%]

Average Stress
Percent Error [%]

Bottom Face

46.80

62.44

1st Partition

26.78

32.17

2nd Partition

36.67

17.71

Middle Partition

0.15

0.14

4th Partition

0.00

0.00

5th Partition

0.00

0.00

Top Face

0.00

0.00

Location

The results from this comparison are similar to the ones produced from comparing
“Tied Simple Plate” simulation to “Friction Pre-tensioned Bolts” simulation.

The

accuracy of the strains and stresses increases as the distance away from the interaction
between the two plates is increased. Once again, this is expected since the simpler model
uses a tie to connect the plates, and the realistic model uses pre-tensioned bolts.
Ultimately, this analysis shows that the global strains and stresses are accurate within
0.5%, but the local and strains and stresses are deemed inaccurate. Furthermore, this
comparison was also repeated with a reduced mesh size. The exact same procedure was
repeated, but the mesh of the plates and bolts were reduced to an approximate size of 5
mm. Table 17 and Table 18 show the results from the refinement of the mesh.
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Table 17: Results from “Tied Holed Plate” Simulation and “Friction Pre-tensioned Bolts”
Simulation Comparison of Plate 1 with Fine Mesh

Location

Average Strain
Average Stress
Percent Error [%] Percent Error [%]

Bottom Face

0.02

0.02

1st Partition

0.02

0.02

2nd Partition

0.02

0.02

Middle Partition

0.04

0.03

4th Partition

4.72

4.71

5th Partition

5.81

62.74

Top Face

28.81

413.93

Table 18: Results from “Tied Holed Plate” Simulation and “Friction Pre-tensioned Bolts”
Simulation Comparison of Plate 2 with Fine Mesh
Average Strain
Percent Error [%]

Average Stress
Percent Error [%]

Bottom Face

33.16

51.65

1st Partition

8.30

6.87

2nd Partition

10.77

4.71

Middle Partition

0.06

0.05

4th Partition

0.00

0.00

5th Partition

0.00

0.00

Top Face

0.00

0.00

Location
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Once again, these results are very similar to the results produced from the analysis
of the finely meshed “Tied Simple Plate” simulation. Overall, the results show that
decreasing the size of the mesh increases the accuracy of the model. This is especially,
true for the global strains and stresses of each plate; their associated percent errors have
been reduced to less than 0.07%. Furthermore, the accuracy of the local strains in each
plate has been increased, but the accuracy of the local stresses has degraded. This can be
attributed to the fact that each model uses different methods to attach the two plates;
therefore, the local results can be considered invalid. Overall, the results show that both
the “Tied Simple Plate” model and the “Tied Holed Plate” model can accurately
represent global deformations, but neither model accurately calculates local
deformations. As previously stated, the inaccuracy of the local results was expected
since this is where the models differ. Most importantly, the results show that a tie
connection with holes and a tie connection without holes can both be used to represent
realistic bolted connections as long as the results that are being calculated are considered
global.

Since both types of simplifications are considered equally accurate, a tie

connection without holes was used throughout the RCS model in order to simplify
meshing and reduce computation requirements.
3.2.2 Welding
As previously stated, the base stand is composed of the base plate, support cone,
large outside buttress, small outside buttress, inside buttress, and top ring. However,
these components were all welded together to create a single assembly. In addition to the
base stand, the GBX fixture and MBR fixture were mostly fabricated offsite and
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assembled using welds. The use of welding in these assemblies created an uncertainty in
their stiffness. As is shown in Figure 30, the weld joints are relatively large when
compared to the components involved.

This added material could possibly have a

significant effect on the stiffness of the base stand, GBX fixture, and MBR fixture;
therefore, the welding interaction was investigated in detail.

Welds

Figure 30: Welded Joints of GBX Fixture

The first step was to investigate the welding process used to assemble these
components.

For the base stand, GBX fixture, and MBR fixture assemblies, the

fabricators used multiple-layer welding to connect the individual components. According
to the Maine Welding Company, multiple-layer welding is required to weld “thick metal
[23].” “Multiple-layer welding is accomplished by depositing filler metal in successive
passes along the joint until it is filled [23].” Figure 31 shows a basic sequence of
multiple-layer welding and the orientation of the beads used.
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Figure 31: Multiple-Layer Welding Sequence [23]

As is shown, weld beads 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 penetrate the surface of the components being
welded, and weld bead 6 essentially connects the prior weld beads and creates a chamfer.
Therefore, the next step in the weld analysis was to accurately simulate this arrangement
using simplified geometry.
For this weld analysis, only the GBX fixture was used. This allows the results to
be comparable to an asymmetric structure with an unknown stiffness, similar to the other
welded assemblies used in the RCS. The first analysis of this weld investigation focused
on the simplest welding simulation, which is the GBX fixture merged together without
any welds. This model is titled the “No Weld” simulation. The components used in the
assembly have S355 structural steel material properties. A 500 kN thrust load is applied
to the GBX fixture, as shown in Figure 32. The load applied is similar in magnitude and
direction to the loads applied during testing and is in the same location. The concentrated
thrust load was distributed to a 310 mm x 310 mm surface area that represents the
pressure transferred by a load cell to the GBX fixture during testing. Similarly, the
bottom of the fixture was fixed with zero degrees of freedom. This loading condition is a
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slightly simplified version of the loading conditions experienced in reality, but it is
similar enough to produce relevant results.

Figure 32: Loading Condition for Weld Analysis

Figure 33 shows a clearer picture of the GBX fixture without any welds.

The

components used to create the assembly are essentially merged together and create a
single component with no interacting faces.

Figure 33: “No Weld” Model of Weld Analysis
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The mesh size during this analysis was incrementally decreased to show that the
results converge to a final value; however for brevity, the only results shown in this
section all have an approximate global element length of 20 mm and a localized element
length of 10 mm around the result points. The result points are located on the back side
of the GBX fixture as shown in Figure 34. These locations were chosen because they are
perpendicular to the load applied and produce dominant strain values in the local X
direction. Additionally, these points are relatively far away from any weld locations, so
there is no influence from any stress concentrations produced by the different weld
configurations. Figure 34 also shows the load cell plate. This is the plate that supports
the +X GBX load cell and is the only component that was focused on during the weld
analysis.

Figure 34: Load Cell Plate and Result Points Used for the Weld Analyses
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To calculate the results, the strain in the X direction, as shown by the coordinate system
in Figure 33, at the result points was recorded and averaged. This gives an overall X
direction strain across those faces as if a strain gauge were placed in those locations.
This process was then repeated for multiple weld simulations. Since the goal of
finite element analysis is to replicate realistic phenomenon using justified assumptions
without sacrificing accuracy of the results, a slightly more complex and realistic model
was created that features 45°x35 mm chamfers and a merged load cell plate. This model
is titled “Merged Chamfer” simulation. The diagram in Figure 35 once again shows the
basic sequence of multiple-layer welding used to fabricate the base stand, GBX fixture,
and MBR fixture. As previously stated, weld beads 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 penetrate the surface
of the components used, and weld bead 6 connects the beads together. Figure 35 shows
the two penetrated surfaces with red lines. However, the surfaces that actually interact
between the two components remain untouched. This interaction location is highlighted
with a blue line.

Figure 35: Multiple-Layer Welding Diagram with Highlighted Surfaces [23]
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However, the “Merged Chamfer” model assumes all the involved surfaces are
merged. Visually, this welding simulation looks relatively realistic, as can be seen
around the load cell plate in Figure 36 (a), but the entire GBX fixture is considered to be
a single component, as was the case in the “No Weld” simulation. Figure 36 (b) shows
the interacting surfaces for this particular model. This view was created by sectioning the
“Merged Chamfer” model on the local Y-Z plane. The surfaces highlighted in red
represent the faces that are assumed to be penetrated by the weld beads. Since all the
components are considered merged, all the interacting faces are constrained to each other
and are not free to move. The same mesh and loading conditions were applied to this
analysis as were applied to the “No Weld” simulation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 36: “Merged Chamfer” Simulation (a) and “Merged Chamfer” Interacting
Surfaces (b)
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The third analysis, titled “Tied Chamfer” simulation, contains the most realistic
interaction. This model features the load cell plate as a separate component tied to the
GBX fixture assembly with 45°x35 mm chamfers. Figure 37 clarifies the location of
these chamfers, but they are similar in shape and dimension as the realistic welds on the
GBX Fixture.

Figure 37: “Tied Chamfer” Simulation

The load cell plate can be seen in Figure 38 (a). The chamfers used to connect the two
components were added to this part to make the modeling simpler; however, the model
version of the multiple-layer welding diagram can be seen in Figure 38 (b). This view
was also created by sectioning the “Tied Chamfer” model on the local Y-Z plane. The
surfaces highlighted in red represent the faces that were penetrated by the weld beads,
and the surfaces highlighted in blue represent the interacting faces that were unaffected.
Since the chamfers were built into the load cell plate, they are automatically tied to that
component, but during the assembly process in Abaqus, the chamfers were tied to the
GBX fixture to create a rigid connection between the two.

As previously stated,

according to the Abaqus user manual, “A tie constraint allows you to fuse together two
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regions even though the meshes created on the surfaces of the regions may be dissimilar
[21].” Basically, this allows two components to essentially be “glued” together, similar
to the realistic welding connections. However, as previously stated, the blue surfaces
remain unaffected and are only restricted by friction with a static coefficient value of 0.65
[24]. The same mesh and loading conditions were applied to this simulation as were
applied to the previous weld simulations.

(b)

(a)

Figure 38: Load Cell Plate (a) and “Tied Chamfer” Interacting Surfaces (b)

The results from these welding simulations are summarized in Table 19. The
simulation names are listed along with the average strain at the top and bottom result
points.
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Table 19: Results from Weld Analysis
Average Strain at
Top Result Points

Average Strain at
Bottom Result Points

No Weld

0.000392

0.000540

Merged Chamfer

0.000375

0.000494

Tied Chamfer

0.000374

0.000493

Simulation

As previously stated, the most realistic model is the “Tied Chamfer” simulation;
however, this model is relatively complex and would drastically increase the computation
requirements if it were to be applied to all the welded joints in the base stand, GBX
fixture, and MBR fixture. The results show that the simplest model, “No Weld,” has
percent errors of 4.81% and 9.53% for the average strain at the top and bottom result
points, respectively, when compared to the results produced by the “Tied Chamfer”
simulation. However, “Merged Chamfer” has percent errors of 0.27% and 0.20% when
the average strains at the top and bottom result points, respectively, are compared to the
results produced by “Tied Chamfer.” Additionally, the computational time required for
the “Merged Chamfer” simulation was much less than the time required for the “Tied
Chamfer” simulation. This essentially shows that any welded connections in the model
can be represented using the “Merged Chamfer” method in order to reduce computation
requirements while maintaining accuracy. Therefore, the welded components in the base
stand assembly, GBX fixture assembly, and MBR fixture assembly were modeled using
merged chamfers. Figure 39 (a), (b), and (c) show these welded assemblies, respectively.
Realistically, the GBX fixture and MBR fixture are composed of two welded portions
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that are then fastened together.

Additionally, both assemblies are mounted to the

bedplate using fasteners. For these connections, the most optimal method found in the
Fasteners section was used.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 39: Base Stand (a) GBX Fixture (b) and MBR Fixture (c) Finite Element Models
after Welding and Filling Bolt Holes

3.2.3 Friction
With the fastener and welding connections fully investigated, the last type of
component interaction that was analyzed was the friction between the main shaft and the
load transferring components, i.e. the load cells and reaction blocks. As previously
described in the Rigid Commissioning Stand (RCS) section, the main shaft contacts these
components and transfers the loads applied by the LAU to the bedplate. Ideally, the only
forces that are transferred are compressive forces since the main shaft can separate from
these load transferring components. However, the compression of the main shaft and the
influence of friction cause a small amount of shear forces to be transferred to the
bedplate. These shear forces are considered minimal, but they may influence the reading
of the load cells and strain gauges on the RCS; therefore, the finite element model needed
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to include these interactions in order to obtain accurate numerical results. This was
performed by creating a “surface-to-surface contact” interaction at each friction interface.
Analyses were performed to make sure the friction interaction was fully understood, but
the Abaqus user manual outlines the procedure for creating friction interactions [21]. The
complete list of steps that were followed for this procedure can be seen in Appendix A,
but a coefficient of friction value of 0.45 was chosen for an ungreased steel on aluminum
interaction [24]. The number of friction interactions differed for each phase, but these
surface-to-surface contacts were placed between the main shaft and the pressure shoes or
between the main shaft and the reaction blocks.
3.3 Load Cells
As stated in the test plan, the engineers at the facility decided to install load cells
on the RCS as a means of transferring and measuring loads to the bedplate
simultaneously. The test engineers used Interface Model 1250 Standard High Capacity
Load Cells with a maximum normal load of 1,800 kN [14]. These load cells have a
preinstalled baseplate to allow for installation on the RCS and an M90 threaded rod to
allow for load transferring. Furthermore, the engineers have fabricated pressure shoes
that act as couplings between the main shaft and the threaded rod. An example of a
pressure shoe and threaded rod on the +Z GBX load cell can be seen in Figure 40.
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Figure 40: Pressure Shoe and Threaded Rod of +Z GBX Load Cell

In order to match the load cells to the three main shaft contact surfaces, the
engineers created three different types of pressure shoes: a flat shoe for the +X load cell,
a 255 mm curved shoe for the +Y, -Y, and +Z GBX load cells, and a 355 mm curved
shoe for the +Y and –Y MBR load cells. These components can be seen in Figure 12
(a), (b), and (c) of the Rigid Commissioning Stand (RCS) section. To help simplify the
finite element model, these load cells needed to be accurately modeled in a manner that
reduces the number of components and removes the complex interactions between the
involved components. Fortunately, the specification sheet that was accompanied with the
load cells summarizes their behavior by providing their overall stiffness. It states that the
deflection of the inner ring of the load cell is 0.18 mm when a 1,800 kN compressive load
is applied [14]. Therefore, based on the parameters supplied by the specification sheet,
an analysis was performed to create an accurate but simplified load cell model. This is
necessary because the stiffness of a structure depends on material and geometry, but its
Young’s modulus only depends on material.
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However, by changing the Young’s

modulus of the material used in the load cell, an accurate stiffness can be achieved
without changing geometry.
First, the load cell was modeled by itself without a mounting plate or threaded
rod, as seen in Figure 41.

Figure 41: Load Cell Finite Element Model

The dimensions for this model were provided by the load cell specification sheet.
Initially, the Young’s modulus of the material used in the model was set to 200 GPa.
Then, a reference point was added to the assembly and constrained to the inner surface of
the load cell using a “structural distributing” coupling. This coupling type is the same as
the coupling used with the hub point, which is explained in detail in the Hub Point
section. It transfers the load to the surface while allowing the surface nodes to deform
independently. Figure 42 shows the reference point location and the surface it was
coupled to.
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Figure 42: Reference Point of Load Cell Tests
Then a compressive load of 1,800 kN was applied to the reference point in the local –Z
direction, as dictated by the coordinate system in Figure 42. Additionally, the back face
of the load cell was fixed with zero degrees of freedom.

This loading condition

represents the transfer of the load from the threaded rod to the load cell. Figure 43 shows
the specifics of the loading condition.

Figure 43: Loading Condition of Load Cell Tests
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Once, the analysis was completed, the displacement of the inner ring of the load cell was
recorded. Figure 44 (a) shows the location of the inner ring, and Figure 44 (b) shows an
example of the results.

(a)

(b)

Figure 44: Inner Ring of Load Cell (a) and Example of Load Cell Test Results (b)

The results show that the deflection of this inner ring for these initial properties
was about -0.0439 mm. Then, the Young’s modulus of the model was changed to 50
GPa, and the simulation was re-run. This change in Young’s modulus produced a
deflection of -0.1755 mm.

After that, an iterative process was followed until the

deflection converged to the correct value. With the results from the first two simulations,
the relationship between Young’s modulus and deflection of the load cell was
extrapolated assuming a linear correlation. Using these first two data points, the Young’s
modulus required to achieve a -0.18 mm deflection was calculated to be 44.871 GPa.
Then the simulation was re-run and the linear extrapolation process was repeated using
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the two most recent data points until the deflection converged to -0.18 mm. The results
from this iteration process are shown in Table 20.

Table 20: Results from Load Cell Analysis
Young’s Modulus
[GPa]

Deflection
[mm]

Percent Error
[%]

Young’s Modulus of
Next Simulation [GPa]

200

-0.0439

75.62

N/A

50

-0.1755

2.5

44.871

44.871

-0.1956

8.67

48.851

48.851

-0.1797

0.17

48.777

48.777

-0.1800

0.00

N/A

The iteration process shows that the Young’s modulus of the load cell should be 48.777
GPa in order to achieve the stiffness stated in the specification sheet.
The other components attached to the load cell are the baseplate, threaded rod,
and pressure shoe. However, the Fasteners section of Interaction Between Components
shows the interaction between these components can be simplified by using ties to
connect them. As previously stated, the tie connections in Abaqus connect the nodes
involved and essentially create a single component. Therefore, for simplification, the
load cell assembly was modeled as a single component with different material sections.
Figure 45 shows the three types of load cells that were modeled for the finite element
analysis.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 45: Flat (a), GBX (b), and MBR (c) Load Cells Used in the Finite Element Model

The datum planes shown in Figure 45 were used for partitioning. With these
partitions, the baseplate, load cell, threaded rod, and pressure shoe can all have different
material properties. The baseplate and threaded rod were set to S355 structural steel, and
the pressure shoe was set to aluminum. However, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio
of the load cell section of the assembly was set to 48.777 GPa and 0.3, respectively, as
determined by the load cell analysis. This allows the load cell to perform as defined by
the specification sheet. Figure 45 also shows that the GBX and MBR load cells look very
similar; however, the radius of the pressure shoe in each model is different to match the
radius of the main shaft at that location. Additionally, the length of the threaded rod in
the models can be extended or contracted to ensure that the pressure shoe correctly
contacts the main shaft before load application.
3.4 Hub Point
In order to make the results obtained from the sensors on the load applying
pistons relevant, the test engineers created the hub point. The hub point is a point in
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space that is located at the center of the rotor hub of the nacelle; however, since every
brand of wind turbine is different, the location of the hub point for the 7.5 MW test bench
is determined by the engineers and can be relocated if necessary. With this point, the
pressures (or displacements) measured at the LAU pistons can be superimposed and
combined to create a single set of applied forces (or displacements) at a single point.
This single set of applied loads can then be compared to the experimental loads measured
in the load cells. Additionally, this hub point is beneficial because it simplifies the finite
element analysis. The hub point can be incorporated into the model so loads can be
applied at this point instead of on the LAU disk.
The first step in placing the hub point in the finite element model was to
determine its location. For the testing of the RCS, the hub point was located at the edge
of the adapter. Figure 46 shows the location of the hub point relative to the RCS
assembly, and as can be seen, it is essentially floating in the center of the adapter on the
face closest to the LAU.

Figure 46: Hub Point on Rigid Commissioning Stand
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The second step of incorporating the hub point into the finite element model was
to tie it to a solid component. Figure 46 shows that the hub point is not physically
connected to the RCS; therefore, in the finite element model, the hub point had to be tied
to a surface to transfer the loads applied to it. For this particular analysis, the hub point
was tied to the outer face of the adapter, as shown by the highlighted purple face in
Figure 47. This is because this face connects to the six-axis flange in the RCS; therefore,
any loads applied by the LAU would be transferred to this face.

Figure 47: Hub Point Constraint of Rigid Commissioning Stand

The last step in placing the hub point in the finite element model was to determine
what kind of constraint needed to be used in order to accurately connect the hub point to
the adapter face. According to the Abaqus user manual, the constraint type that should be
used for this type of interaction is a “coupling.” “A coupling constraint allows you to
constrain the motion of a surface to the motion of a single point [21].” However, there
are several types of couplings that have different effects on the transferring of loads:
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kinematic, continuum distributing, and structural distributing. In order to determine
which type of coupling should be used, a hub point analysis was performed.
For the hub point analysis, a simple tubular shaft was created in Abaqus with a
length of 2.5 m, an outer diameter of 0.7 m, and an inner diameter of 0.3 m. These
dimensions were chosen because they are the same order of magnitude as the dimensions
of the main shaft in the RCS. The material composition of this shaft was set to S355
structural steel. Then, a partition was created in the center of the shaft, as shown in
Figure 48. This partition was created so the global behavior of the shaft away from the
load application location could be analyzed.

Figure 48: Tubular Shaft Used in Hub Point Analysis

Then, four different simulations were performed, each with two different steps. The first
simulation was the control simulation. In its first step, a normal pressure of 1 MPa was
applied to the front face, and in its second step, the normal pressure was removed and a
surface traction of 2 MPa was applied to the front face in the local –X direction, as shown
in Figure 49 (a) and (b), respectively. For both of these steps, the back face was
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completely fixed. These loading conditions represent the manner and magnitude in
which loads would be transferred between connected components, such as the six-axis
flange and the adapter.

(a)

(b)

Figure 49: Normal (a) and Traction (b) Loading Conditions for Simulation 1 of Hub Point
Analysis

Once both steps of the simulation were complete, the six types of stresses at every
node in the middle partition were recorded. For the second simulation, the same model
was used, but the loading condition was changed. A reference point was placed at the
center of the shaft on the front face, similar to the location of the hub point on the
adapter. Then, the reference point was constrained to the front face using a kinematic
coupling. This setup can be seen in Figure 50.
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Figure 50: Reference Point Constrained to Tubular Shaft in Hub Point Analysis
According to the Abaqus user manual, “kinematic coupling constrains the motion
of the coupling nodes to the rigid body motion of the reference node [21].” Additionally,
“kinematic constraints are imposed by eliminating degrees of freedom at the coupling
nodes [21].” This means the motion of the front face must match that of the reference
point. Once the reference point was constrained, two types of loads were applied. In the
first step of this simulation, a normal concentrated force of 314.16 kN was applied to the
reference point in the local –Z direction. In the second step, the normal force was
removed and a shear force of 628.32 kN was applied to the reference point in the local –
X direction. If distributed properly to the front face, these forces would produce the 1
MPa normal pressure and 2 MPa surface traction that were used in the control simulation.
These loading conditions can be seen in Figure 51 (a) and (b) with the fixed back face.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 51: Normal (a) and Shear (b) Concentrated Forces for Simulation 2 of the Hub
Point Analysis

The third simulation used in the hub point analysis is very similar to the second
simulation; however, instead of using a kinematic coupling, the third simulation uses a
continuum distributing coupling to connect the reference point to the front face. The
Abaqus user manual defines the continuum distributing coupling as the following:

The default continuum coupling method couples the translation and
rotation of the reference node to the average translation of the coupling
nodes. The constraint distributes the forces and moments at the reference
node as a coupling nodes force distribution only. No moments are
distributed at the coupling nodes [21].

Essentially, this means the continuum coupling distributes the loads applied at the
reference point to the constrained face using only forces at the nodes. Likewise, the
fourth simulation used in the hub point analysis uses a structural distributing coupling to
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connect the hub point to the front face of the shaft. The Abaqus user manual defines the
structural distributing coupling as the following:

The structural coupling method couples the translation and rotation of the
reference node to the translation and the rotation motion of the coupling
nodes. The method is particularly suited for bending-like applications of
shells when the coupling constraint spans small patches of nodes and the
reference node is chosen to be on or very close to the constrained surface.
The constraint distributes forces and moments at the reference node as a
coupling node-force and moment distribution [21].

This means that the structural coupling distributes the loads applied at the reference point
to the constrained face using forces and moments at the nodes.
Similar to the control simulation, the six stress components at every node in the
middle partition were recorded for the second, third, and fourth simulations. Then, these
results were individually compared to the values produced by the control simulation. The
percent error for each type of stress at the middle partition was calculated in order to
determine the accuracy of each type of coupling. The results are summarized in Table
21.
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Table 21: Average Percent Error at the Partition for Both Steps of Each Coupling Type

Stress

Kinematic Coupling

Continuum Coupling

Structural Coupling

Type

Thrust [%]

Shear [%]

Thrust [%]

Shear [%]

Thrust [%]

Shear [%]

S11

132.63

365.72

7.49x10-3

1.61x10-2

7.49x10-3

1.61x10-2

S22

239.26

3.11

2.50x10-2

1.97x10-3

2.50x10-2

1.97x10-3

S33

3.26x10-3

3.30x10-3

2.08x10-3

1.91x10-3

2.08x10-3

1.91x10-3

S12

109.12

11.73

2.12x10-2

2.08x10-3

2.12x10-2

2.08x10-3

S13

128.48

9.48x10-3

2.68x10-2

1.90x10-3

2.68x10-2

1.90x10-3

S23

152.10

1.21x10-2

4.40x10-2

1.92x10-3

4.40x10-2

1.92x10-3

The results in Table 21 clearly show that the kinematic coupling is not appropriate for
this type of analysis; however, the results produced by the continuum distributing and
structural distributing couplings are identical. These extremely low percent errors show
that either type of coupling can be used in the finite element analysis since they
accurately transfer a concentrated load on a single point to a pressure over a surface of a
solid component. For this particular analysis, a structural distributing coupling was used
for the connection between the hub point and adapter.
3.5 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions applied to the finite element model of the RCS are
relatively simple. As previously explained, the complex support structure of the gearbox
and the curved tooth coupling between the gearbox and LAU disk give the disk six
degrees of freedom: three translational and three rotational. This essentially means the
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LAU disk, six-axis flange, adapter, adapter plate, and main shaft are free to move at the
will of the applied forces and displacements. Therefore, in the finite element model, the
adapter, adapter plate, and main shaft are essentially floating. The only component that
requires a boundary condition is the base plate of the base stand assembly. This interface
is where the RCS is fastened to the test bench foundation using 12 multi-jackbolt
tensioners and 12 T-bolts. In order to narrow the scope of the project and focus solely on
the RCS, the test bench foundation was assumed to be rigid; therefore, the bottom of the
base plate was completely fixed with zero degrees of freedom. Additionally, the bolt
holes were filled as the results from the Fasteners section suggest. Realistically, the test
bench foundation has a finite stiffness since it is composed of concrete and steel;
however, its stiffness was assumed to be infinite for this particular analysis. Figure 52
shows this “encastre” boundary condition on the RCS finite element model.

Figure 52: Boundary Condition on Rigid Commissioning Stand
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3.6 Extraction of Numerical Results
In order to compare the numerical results to the experimental results, the correct
numerical force and strain values had to be extracted from the finite element model. To
extract the forces transferred to the load cells, a series of “History Outputs” were created
in Abaqus. These output requests were applied to the surfaces of the load cells. Using
these “History Outputs,” Abaqus is able to calculate the “total forces due to contact
pressure and frictional stress” in all three coordinate directions across each interface [21].
It is important to note that these calculations were relative to Abaqus’s fixed coordinate
system; therefore, the results in the X and Z directions had to be adjusted to account for
the 4° tilt of the test stand. By doing this, only the numerical compressive loads applied
to the load cells were calculated. Analyses were performed to make sure this feature was
understood, but the numerically measured compressive forces are directly comparable to
the experimentally measured forces. Furthermore, this feature allows for the calculation
of the loads transferred to the reaction blocks. No experimental results pertaining to the
reaction blocks were recorded, but this data is useful in understanding the behavior of the
RCS.
To determine the numerical strain at the strain gauge locations, a MATLAB
program was written to extract the strain on the surface of the finite element model at
specific locations. This program is titled “Strain Extraction,” and can be seen in full in
Appendix B. Strain gauges were installed on the RCS to provide additional experimental
data and help validate the numerical model. More details about these strain gauges and
their exact locations can be seen in the Strain Gauges section of Chapter 4, but in general,
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four linear strain gauges with a length of 14.8 mm and a width of 4.8 mm were installed
on the RCS, two on the GBX fixture to measure the strain from thrust loads and two on
the bedplate to measure strain from lateral loads. In order to obtain the correct strain
results from the finite element model, four partitions of equal size were created at the
corresponding locations. Figure 53 (a) and (b) show the general locations of the two
strain gauges on the GBX Fixture, named “GBX Bottom” and “GBX Top.” They are
located on the center of the faces as shown in the figure.

(b)
(a)
Figure 53: Strain gauge Partition Locations on GBX Fixture

These locations were chosen because when a thrust load is applied to the RCS,
they experience a dominant strain in the global Y direction, which can easily be measured
with linear strain gauges. However, the locations of the strain gauge partitions on the
bedplate are much more complex. These strain gauges were mainly installed to measure
the strain produced by lateral forces and yaw moments. Again, their exact locations can
be found in the Strain Gauges section, but they were installed on the inner surface of the
bedplate as highlighted in red in Figure 54 (a). Figure 54 (b) shows the relative size of
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the strain gauge partitions relative to the bedplate and how they are oriented parallel to
the main shaft on a 4° tilt. These locations were chosen because when a lateral load or
bending moment is applied to the main shaft, the bedplate deforms as if a bending
moment has been applied to it. This causes one side of the bedplate to experience tensile
strain and the opposite side to experience compressive strain. These strain gauges were
named “Bedplate Near” and “Bedplate Far,” with “Bedplate Near” being closes to the
control room and “Bedplate Far” being furthest from the control room.

(a)

(b)

Figure 54: Strain Gauge Partition Locations on Bedplate

Strain gauges output the average strain of the surface they are bonded to;
therefore, the strain extraction program takes the nodal information about these partitions
and calculates their average strain in the longitudinal direction of the rectangle. The
numerical strain results output by this program are directly comparable to the
experimental strain results.
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3.7 Mesh
Quadratic tetrahedral elements were used for all components in the RCS finite
element model. This is because the complex geometry of the components used, such as
the bedplate and GBX fixture, required tetrahedral elements to mesh.

Tetrahedral

meshing algorithms tend to be more robust and can easily mesh complex volumes while
hexahedral element meshing algorithms require more manipulation.

Additionally,

throughout this analysis, it was determined that using tetrahedral and hexahedral elements
for two different components that interact produces erroneous results. Therefore, all
components in the RCS finite element model were meshed using C3D10 quadratic
tetrahedral elements.
Before the finite element model could be used to obtain accurate numerical
results, a mesh convergence analysis had to be performed. A mesh convergence analysis
continually reduces the size of the mesh in the model until the results converge to a final
solution. This analysis was only performed on one sub-model, Phase III. It was assumed
that the convergence behavior of one sub-model represents the convergence behavior of
the remaining sub-models due to the similarity of their components and interactions.
However, two different loads were used for the convergence test to ensure the different
size meshes can properly apply the different friction interactions. A thrust load of 576
kN was applied in the +X direction, and a separate lateral load of 739 kN was applied in
the +Y direction, as shown in Figure 55. These loads were chosen because they produce
varying results and are the maximum loads allowable for the RCS [18].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 55: Thrust Load (a) and Lateral Load (b) for Mesh Convergence Analysis

Since the RCS model contains components of varying sizes, the mesh
convergence test for this analysis focused on global reductions using three different
stages: coarse global mesh stage, reduced global mesh stage, and fine global mesh stage.
For the coarse global mesh stage, the “Approximate Global Size” for each component
was set to twice its default value. “Approximate Global Size” defines the maximum
length of each element, and varies for each component based on its overall size and
geometry. Then for the reduced global mesh stage, the “Approximate Global Size” for
each component was set to its default value. Furthermore, for the fine global mesh stage,
the “Approximate Global Size” for each component was set to one half its default value.
Table 22 lists the “Approximate Global Size” for each individual component in the mesh
convergence analysis. The number of elements in the Phase III sub-model for the coarse,
reduced, and fine global mesh stages is 376,759; 673,739; and 2,879,200 respectively.
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Table 22: Approximate Global Mesh Size for Each Component in Each Mesh Stage
Coarse Global Mesh
Size [mm]

Reduced Global Mesh
Size [mm]

Fine Global Mesh
Size [mm]

Adapter

220

110

55

Adapter Plate

160

80

40

Base Stand Assembly

400

200

100

Bearing

360

180

90

Bearing Spacer

320

160

80

Bedplate

200

100

50

GBX Fixture

84

42

21

Load Cell

42

21

10.5

Lower Front Bracket

26

13

6.5

Main Shaft

240

120

60

MBR Fixture

54

27

13.5

Metal Shim

26

13

6.5

Plastic Shim

40

20

10

Reaction Block

30

15

7.5

Component

As previously mentioned, for each mesh stage, a thrust load and lateral load were
applied to finite element model separately. From each simulation, the numerical forces
(FN) measured in the load cell and the numerical strains (εN) measured at the partitioned
strain gauge locations were determined using the “History Outputs” and the “Strain
Extraction” MATLAB program. Table 23, Table 24, and Table 25 show these results
from the applied thrust load. A positive force value represents a compressive force and a
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positive strain value represents a tensile strain. Table 24 and Table 25 also contain a
percent change column. This value represents the percent change for each parameter
between the current mesh stage and the previous mesh stage. It is important to note that
this value was calculated before rounding.

Table 23: Results from Coarse Global Mesh Stage with Thrust Load
Coarse Global Mesh Stage
Strain Gauge

Numerical Strain (εN) [mm/mm]

Bedplate Near

0.00004794

Bedplate Far

0.00004815

GBX Bottom

0.00049628

GBX Top

0.00044247

Load Cells

Numerical Force (FN) [kN]

+Y GBX

16.35

-Y GBX

16.33

+Y MBR

78.49

-Y MBR

79.44
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Table 24: Results from Reduced Global Mesh Stage with Thrust Load
Reduced Global Mesh Stage
Strain Gauge

Numerical Strain (εN) [mm/mm]

Percent Change [%]

Bedplate Near

0.00004841

0.98

Bedplate Far

0.00004865

1.04

GBX Bottom

0.00050082

0.91

GBX Top

0.00044489

0.55

Numerical Force (FN) [kN]

Percent Change [%]

+Y GBX

17.83

9.04

-Y GBX

17.30

5.95

+Y MBR

79.80

1.66

-Y MBR

79.83

0.49

Load Cells

Table 25: Results from Fine Global Mesh Stage with Thrust Load
Fine Global Mesh Stage
Numerical Strain (εN) [mm/mm]

Percent Change [%]

Bedplate Near

0.00004834

0.15

Bedplate Far

0.00004826

0.81

GBX Bottom

0.00050396

0.63

GBX Top

0.00044786

0.67

Strain Gauge
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Load Cells

Numerical Force (FN) [kN]

Percent Change [%]

+Y GBX

19.61

9.97

-Y GBX

19.61

13.31

+Y MBR

80.80

1.25

-Y MBR

80.82

1.24

The results show that the numerical strain values are relatively stable in the
reduced global mesh stage. Between the reduced stage and the fine stage the largest
percent change is 0.81% for the numerical strains. On the other hand, the results also
seem to suggest that the numerical force values are not stable in the reduced mesh stage.
However, this thrust load is not meant to be measured by the load cell configuration of
Phase III; therefore, a more load cell configuration appropriate lateral load was applied.
Table 26, Table 27, and Table 28 show the results produced by the lateral load.

Table 26: Results from Coarse Global Mesh Stage with Lateral Load
Coarse Global Mesh Stage
Strain Gauge

Numerical Strain (εN) [mm/mm]

Bedplate Near

-0.00028089

Bedplate Far

0.00033306

GBX Bottom

-0.00003561

GBX Top

-0.00003345
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Load Cells

Numerical Force (FN) [kN]

+Y GBX

0.00

-Y GBX

1248.08

+Y MBR

539.60

-Y MBR

0.00

Table 27: Results from Reduced Global Mesh Stage with Lateral Load
Reduced Global Mesh Stage
Numerical Strain (εN) [mm/mm]

Percent Change [%]

Bedplate
Near

-0.00027652

1.55

Bedplate Far

0.00032806

1.50

GBX Bottom

-0.00003497

1.78

GBX Top

-0.00003245

2.99

Numerical Force (FN) [kN]

Percent Change [%]

+Y GBX

0.00

0.00

-Y GBX

1258.08

0.80

+Y MBR

541.73

0.40

-Y MBR

0.00

0.00

Strain Gauge

Load Cells
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Table 28: Results from Fine Global Mesh Stage with Lateral Load
Fine Global Mesh Stage
Strain Gauge

Numerical Strain (εN) [mm/mm]

Percent Change [%]

Bedplate
Near

-0.00027788

0.49

Bedplate Far

0.00032802

0.01

GBX Bottom

-0.00003449

1.37

GBX Top

-0.00003180

2.02

Numerical Force (FN) [kN]

Percent Change [%]

+Y GBX

0.00

0.00

-Y GBX

1285.67

2.19

+Y MBR

555.37

2.52

-Y MBR

0.00

0.00

Load Cells

The results from the lateral load tests suggest that the numerical strain gauge
values are stable in the reduced global mesh stage. This is apparent because the highest
percent change between the reduced mesh stage and the fine mesh stage is 0.49% for the
strain gauges intended to measure lateral loads (“Bedplate Near” and “Bedplate Far”).
The percent change for the “GBX Top” and “GBX Bottom” strain gauges can be ignored
because they were installed to measure the strain from thrust loads. However, the percent
change of the numerical forces measured in the loads cells suggest that the fine mesh is
too small and causes the results to diverge. A lateral load in the +Y direction is meant to
compress the +Y MBR and –Y GBX load cells; however, it will also force the –Y MBR
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and +Y GBX load cells to lose contact with the main shaft. Therefore, no forces should
be directly transferred to the –Y MBR and +Y GBX load cells from the main shaft. This
can be seen in all three mesh stages. However, there is a maximum of 0.8% change
between the coarse and reduced stages and a minimum of 2.19% change between the
reduced stage and the fine stage for the +Y MBR and –Y GBX load cells. This increase
in percent change suggests that the fine mesh is too small and that numerical error is
causing the results to diverge. The results ultimately show that using a reduced global
mesh with default “Approximate Global Size” values is sufficient to produce stable
results.
It is important to note that the reduction of the global mesh size of the bedplate
did not reduce the mesh size of the strain gauge partitions in the finite element model.
This is because the global mesh size of the bedplate is much larger than the size of the
partitions, and Abaqus uses a default minimum size factor to mesh these relatively small
areas [21]. This minimum size factor did not change through the global convergence
analysis; therefore, a local mesh convergence analysis had to be performed on the strain
gauge partitions to ensure the numerical strain results obtained by the “Strain Extraction”
program were stable..

Since the global mesh convergence analysis proved that the

reduced global mesh is stable, this test was performed with “Approximate Global Size”
default values. However, Abaqus allows for local mesh refinement using “Local Seed
Definitions.” Using this feature, the mesh of the partitioned strain gauge areas can be
refined without significantly affecting the overall global mesh of the components. This
local mesh convergence test also featured three stages: coarse local mesh stage, reduced
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local mesh stage, and fine local mesh stage. First, the mesh from the reduced global
mesh stage was deemed the coarse local mesh. The results from this simulation have
been reprinted in Table 29. The element length for the mesh of the strain gauge partitions
for this stage was measured to be 15 mm due to the minimum size factor. It is important
to note that this local convergence test was only performed with a 576 kN thrust load
since this loading condition on the Phase III model produced the highest numerical strain
values.

Table 29: Results from Coarse Local Mesh Stage with a Thrust Load
Strain Gauge

Numerical Strain (εN) [mm/mm]

Bedplate Near

0.00004794

Bedplate Far

0.00004815

GBX Bottom

0.00049628

GBX Top

0.00044247

Then, for the reduced local mesh stage, the “Approximate Element Size” of the
strain gauge partitions on the GBX fixture and bedplate was halved to 7.5 mm. Table 30
shows the results produced by this local refinement. Again, the percent change column
represents the percent change between the current and previous mesh stages.
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Table 30: Results from Reduced Local Mesh Stage with a Thrust Load
Numerical Strain (εN) [mm/mm]

Percent Change [%]

Bedplate Near

0.00004868

1.54

Bedplate Far

0.00004868

1.09

GBX Bottom

0.00050074

0.90

GBX Top

0.00044509

0.59

Strain Gauge

Finally, the last stage of the local mesh convergence analysis was the fine local
mesh stage. For this, the “Approximate Element Size” of the strain gauge partitions was
halved again to 3.25 mm. The results from this stage can be seen in Table 31. The
number of elements in each local mesh stage can be seen in Figure 56.

Table 31: Results from Fine Local Mesh Stage with a Thrust Load
Strain Gauge

Numerical Strain (εN) [mm/mm] Percent Change [%]

Bedplate Near

0.00004853

0.31

Bedplate Far

0.00004871

0.06

GBX Bottom

0.00050035

0.08

GBX Top

0.00044482

0.06
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 56: Meshes of Strain Gauge Partitions in Coarse (a), Reduced (b), and Fine (c)
Stages

The results suggest that the reduced and fine local mesh stages are both stable.
The largest percent change between the reduced and fine stages is 0.31%. There was no
noticeable computation time increase between the reduced and fine stages; therefore, a
local mesh of 3.5 mm was used for the strain gauge partitions in the RCS finite element
model.
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CHAPTER FOUR
EXPERIMENTAL DATA DEVICES
In order to obtain experimental data during the test plan, two types of devices
were installed on the RCS: load cells and strain gauges. The load cells were installed by
the test engineers to calibrate the LAU, but the strain gauges were installed solely for the
purpose of supplementing the finite element model. To ensure that the finite element
model is accurate, both the forces and the displacements output by the model needed to
be verified.

For this particular analysis, the results from the load cells verify the

numerical forces, and the results from the strain gauges verify the numerical
displacements.
4.1 Load Cells
As shown in the diagrams in Table 10, the test engineers installed four load cells
on the RCS in each phase. These load cells are Interface Model 1250 Standard High
Capacity Load Cells with a maximum compressive load of 1,800 kN [14]. The location
of these load cells varies for each phase, but Figure 57 shows an example of one of the
load cells installed on the GBX fixture.
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Figure 57: Interface Load Cell Installed on GBX Fixture

The load cells were pre-calibrated by the manufacturers, and the test engineers were
responsible for their installation and connection to the data acquisition system (DAS)
boxes.
4.2 Strain Gauges
4.2.1 Overview
A strain gauge is a sensor whose resistance changes with applied strain. By
incorporating a strain gauge into a Wheatstone bridge configuration, this change in
resistance can be measured and essentially converted to a measured strain value. Figure
58 shows a typical metal-foil strain gauge.

Figure 58: Typical Metal-Foil Strain Gauge [25]
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These gauges can be bonded to a structure and will deform with the structure as it
experiences strains. When the gauge experiences tension strain, the foil grid becomes
longer and narrower; however, when the gauge experiences compressive strain, the grid
becomes shorter and wider. This change in shape creates a minute change in resistance
on the order of milliohms. In order to accurately measure this change in resistance, a
Wheatstone bridge needs to be incorporated into the circuit. Figure 59 displays the
configuration of a typical quarter-bridge. There are more possible Wheatstone bridge
configurations, but the quarter-bridge is the most common and was used in this particular
project.

Figure 59: Quarter Bridge Configuration

The Wheatstone bridge works by creating two parallel voltage divider circuits. A
known excitation voltage is supplied by 𝑉𝑒𝑥 , and an output voltage, 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 , measures the
difference between these two voltage dividers. Ideally, when the bridge is balanced, the
output voltage is measured to be 0 V. The bridge can be balanced through the use of a
potentiometer in place of 𝑅3 . Typically, 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 are resistors with known and accurate
resistance values; however, the exact resistance of the strain gauge depends on several
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factors. Strain gauges must be sensitive enough to measure strain values on the order of
10-6; however, this high sensitivity means that the surrounding temperature has an
influence on the strain gauge readings. The foil grid could expand or contract with a
change in temperature and produce erroneous results.

Each strain gauge has a

temperature coefficient of gauge factor and a thermal expansion factor that determine
how a change in temperature affects the results. Additionally, the strain gauge might not
be installed on a completely flat surface. Even a slightly curved surface can cause a
significant change in the shape of the foil grid and cause the gauge to be pre-strained
during installation. Also, the wire used to connect the strain gauge to the Wheatstone
bridge might be long enough to create a noticeable voltage drop and increase in
resistance. Therefore, a potentiometer needs to be present in the bridge in order to
compensate for the variability of the strain gauge resistance. When the Wheatstone
bridge is balanced, Equation 2 can be used to determine the actual resistance of the strain
gauge,

𝑅𝐺 =

𝑅1 𝑅3
𝑅2

(2)

where 𝑅𝐺 is the actual resistance of the strain gauge, 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 are the resistances of the
other resistors in the bridge, and 𝑅3 is the resistance of the potentiometer. When a strain
is applied to the strain gauge, its resistance changes and the circuit is no longer in
equilibrium. This causes a non-zero voltage output measured by 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 . This measured
output voltage can then be equated to a measured strain voltage with Equations 3, 4, & 5,
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𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑅1
+
𝑉𝑒𝑥 𝑅1 + 𝑅2

(3)

𝑅𝐺′ =

−𝑅3 ∙ 𝛿
𝛿−1

(4)

𝜀𝑚 =

𝑅𝐺′ − 𝑅𝐺
𝑅𝐺 ∙ 𝐺𝐹

(5)

𝛿=

where 𝛿 is an intermediate variable, 𝑅𝐺′ is the new resistance of the strain gauge after the
strain has been applied, 𝐺𝐹 is the gauge factor of the strain gauge, and 𝜀𝑚 is the
measured strain. Since the gauge factor is different for every strain gauge, it is provided
by the manufacturer on its packaging. Its purpose is to relate the change in resistance to
the measured strain.
The figures and equations given above present the basic idea used to obtain
experimental strain data from the RCS using strain gauges. The strain gauges used for
this particular project were linear foil strain gauges purchased from Omega (part number:
KFH-10-120-C1-11L1M2R), as shown in Figure 60. They have a resistance of 120.4 Ω
± 0.35% and a gauge factor of 2.06 ± 1.0%. The gauges are made of constantan and are
considered to be temperature compensated for steel. This essentially means a change in
temperature will cause the strain gauges to expand and contract at the same rate as steel,
reducing the influence of thermal stresses. Furthermore, these strain gauges are prewired in order to simplify the installation procedure.
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Figure 60: Omega Linear Foil Strain Gauge [26]

The adhesive used to bond the strain gauges to the RCS was purchased from
Omega (part number: SG401). The adhesive is a cold-curing ethyl-based cyanoacrylate
that cures in 60 seconds and sets in 24 hours [27].
4.2.2 Installation
The first phase in installing the strain gauges was bonding the gauges to the RCS.
This was achieved by first selecting the installation locations on the stand. The locations
chosen were selected due to the strains they experienced in the finite element model.
These locations have dominant strains in one linear direction and are ideal for linear foil
strain gauges.

The Extraction of Numerical Results section highlighted the general

location of the four strain gauges on the RCS, but the following figures specify their
exact location. Figure 61 shows that two strain gauges were bonded to the back of the
GBX fixture. These strain gauges, “GBX Bottom” and “GBX Top,” were installed to
measure the strain created by thrust loads. Their alignment was relatively simple since
they were horizontally centered in the middle of the GBX fixture and vertically centered
on the faces they were bonded to. However, the alignment of the two strain gauges on
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the bedplate was a little more complex. These strain gauges, “Bedplate Near” and
“Bedplate Far,” were installed to measure the strain produced by lateral loads and yaw
moments. Their names come from how they were seen from the control room. They
were positioned on the inner faces of the bedplate as seen in Figure 62 (a) and (b). Figure
63 and Figure 64 give a more exact location of these two strain gauges. They were
positioned on a 4° angle relative to horizontal and were positioned 70.3 mm away from
the front edge of the GBX fixture. Additionally, they were placed so the back right
corners of the gauges were centered on the face vertically.

Figure 61: Locations of Strain Gauges on GBX Fixture
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(a)

(b)

Figure 62: Locations of “Bedplate Near” (a) and “Bedplate Far” (b) Strain Gauges on
Bedplate

Figure 63: Dimensioned Location of Lateral Strain Gauges on Bedplate
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Figure 64: Close-up of Dimensioned Location of Lateral Strain Gauges on Bedplate

Once these locations were selected, the surfaces were prepared to allow for the
bonding of the strain gauges. First, the paint was removed and the surfaces were
smoothed using a handheld grinder. Figure 65 displays the metal surfaces of the GBX
strain gauge locations after this was performed.

Figure 65: Smoothed Surfaces of GBX Strain Gauge Locations

It is important to note that the area of the prepared surfaces was significantly larger than
the area of the strain gauges. After this, the surfaces were coarsely cleaned using 150-grit
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sandpaper. Then a lent-free gauze pad and water were used to clean the dust and paint
away from the surfaces. After that, the surfaces were finely roughened using 400-grit
sandpaper. Finally, the last step was to completely clean and degrease the surfaces using
acetone and lent-free gauze. In order to ensure no dust or grease was wiped back onto the
surfaces, they were wiped starting from the center and moving toward the edges. After
the surfaces were prepared, a ruler, a compass, and a scoring tool were used to score the
surfaces of the installation areas so the strain gauges could be aligned.

This was

performed while wearing rubber gloves to ensure that the installation area was kept clean.
Once the surfaces were prepared and scored, each strain gauge was positioned
individually using cellophane tape.

The tape was placed on top the strain gauge

overlapping its edges. Using this tape, the strain gauge was temporarily taped in the
correct location as oriented by the scoring marks. Figure 66 shows an example of using
cellophane tape to position the strain gauge.

Figure 66: Strain Gauge Positioned by Cellophane Tape
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One edge of the tape was then pulled back until the bottom of the strain gauge
was exposed. Then one drop of adhesive was placed on the installation area and evenly
spread using a piece of Teflon film that was packaged with the adhesive. Next, the strain
gauge was immediately placed back onto the installation area by reattaching the free end
of the tape. As soon as the tape was reattached, constant pressure was applied to the
strain gauge for 60 seconds by pressing on it with the Teflon film. Once the adhesive
cured, the cellophane tape was carefully removed by pulling it off very slowly at a sharp
angle. The last step in bonding the strain gauges to the structure was to carefully remove
excess adhesive around the outside of each strain gauge using a razor blade. Figure 67
shows a properly bonded strain gauge on the GBX Fixture.

Figure 67: Properly Bonded Strain Gauge on GBX Fixture

As a safety precaution, the wires of each strain gauge were taped to the structure
using electrical tape to make sure the gauges remained undamaged if the cables were to
be pulled. Additionally, lent-free gauze was taped on top of the strain gauges to ensure
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that they stayed protected from dust.

Figure 68 shows the properly installed and

protected “GBX Bottom” and “GBX Top” strain gauges on the GBX fixture.

Figure 68: Properly Bonded and Protected Strain Gauges on GBX Fixture

For more detailed instructions on how to install the strain gauges, see the user guide
provided with the adhesive [27].
Once the gauges were bonded to the structure, the next phase in the installation
process was to connect them to the National Instruments PXIe-4331 modules of the data
acquisition system. This was achieved through the use of a 100 ft. spool of Alpha Wire
shielded cable. This cable has six twisted pairs of 24 AWG wire that are shielded and
protected with a drain wire [28]. It was important for this cable to be shielded in order to
reduce the amount of noise it collected from outside signals. In order to connect the
gauges to the DAS boxes, a wiring harness was created using a plug provided by
Savannah River National Laboratory (SRNL). Figure 69 (a) displays the two DAS boxes
and (b) shows the plug used for installation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 69: DAS Boxes (a) and DAS Plug (b) Provided by Savannah River National
Laboratory

However, before the strain gauges were connected, a wiring diagram was created
following the wiring schematic provided in the DAS user manual [29]. This schematic is
reprinted in Figure 70.

Figure 70: Wiring Schematic Provided by National Instruments [29]
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Additionally, the plug diagram was obtained from SRNL and used to determine the
layout of the plug wiring harness. The final plug wiring harness can be seen in Figure 71.

Figure 71: Plug Wiring Harness

Once the plug wiring harness was determined, the shielded cable was prepared for
installation. First, the 100 ft. spool of cable was cut into two 50 ft. sections which created
12 pairs of twisted wire. Then, each individual wire on the plug end of each cable section
was crimped using male connector pins provided by SRNL. The 12 crimped male
connector pins can be seen in Figure 72.
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Figure 72: Crimped Male Connector Pins

Then the plug cover was removed and the connector pins were inserted into the
correct pin locations in module six. Figure 73 shows the plug cover removed with the
pins inserted. The wires connected to the other modules were installed by SRNL and
were not used in this project. The wires from this project were later labeled using the
names shown in the plug wiring harness.

Figure 73: Plug with Cover Removed and Pins Connected

Once the plug was created, the free end of the cable sections were connected to
the strain gauges. Each cable section was placed under a cable protector and strung
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inside the tower section to the bottom of the GBX fixture. From there, the cables were
stripped and each pair of wires was connected to their respective strain gauge. The plug
wiring harness shows 12 individual wires connected to the four strain gauges; however,
there were 24 wires available in the two cable sections. Additionally, every wire on the
plug end of the cables was crimped. This means there were 12 wires that were not being
used during this analysis. This was done in case the facility wants to use other gauge
configurations in the future that require 24 wires. The hardware will already be present
and the cables will just need to be stripped and reconnected. Figure 74 shows the result
after the “Bedplate Far” strain gauge was properly installed and connected to the data
acquisition system.

Figure 74: “Bedplate Far” Strain Gauge Installed and Connected to DAS Box

4.2.3 Calibration
After the strain gauges were installed on the RCS, they had to be calibrated before
experimental data could be collected. The first step in the calibration process is to
determine the offset value of each strain gauge. As previously stated, the strain gauges
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can experience unintentional strain through a change in temperature, lead wire resistance,
or pre-strain from installation. This means that without even applying a load to the RCS,
the strain gauges will report a non-zero strain. Therefore, the offset process is simply
achieved by measuring the output of the strain gauge with no load applied to the RCS.
This output value is then subtracted from future measured values to put the non-strained
value at zero. The second step in the calibration process is shunt calibration. During this
process, a relatively strong resistor is placed in parallel with one of the bridge resistors.
This causes a minute change in resistance of that arm of the Wheatstone bridge, creating
an output voltage that represents a simulated strain. The simulated strain, which is
known, can then be compared to the measured strain to produce the gauge adjust factor
(𝐺𝐴𝐹) using Equation 6 [30].

𝐺𝐴𝐹 =

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑠ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑑

(6)

The gauge factor can now be multiplied by the gauge adjust factor so the strain gauges
produce accurate results when the load is applied. Offset nulling and shunt calibration
are crucial to strain gauge installation because they zero the bridge and increase the
accuracy of the gauges by correcting unintentional and unknown sources of error.
Fortunately, the data acquisition system at the facility has the ability to perform both of
these calibration processes within the software. A step-by-step guide for the entire
calibration procedure can be seen in full in Appendix C, but Figure 75 shows the end
results from this process.
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Figure 75: Offset and GAF Values for each Strain Gauge

The excitation voltage for each quarter bridge used was set to 10 V, and the gauge
factor and gauge resistances were set to the values that were provided by the
manufacturer. The initial microstrain was set to the value determined from offset nulling,
and the gauge adjustment factor was set to the value determined from shunt calibration.
The remaining parameters were left at the default values. Once this was completed, the
strain gauges were ready to collect accurate data.
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CHAPTER FIVE
NUMERICAL MODEL VERIFICATION
The overall goal of performing this research was to determine if a finite element
model could be used to accurately calibrate a large-scale, multi-body assembly, such as
the LAU of the 7.5 MW test bench. However, before the numerical model can be used
for calibration purposes, it needs to be validated and proven to be accurate. To achieve
this, an uncertainty analysis was first performed on the experimental results. Then, a
sensitivity analysis of the numerical model was performed on the unknown parameters,
and an initial justification for a design of experiments was determined.
5.1 Uncertainty Analysis
5.1.1 Load Cells
As previously documented, four Interface Model 1250 load cells were installed on
the RCS for each testing phase.

These load cells were pre-calibrated by the

manufacturer; however, the load cells still had an uncertainty associated with their
measured values. The load cell specification sheet provided by the manufacturer states
that the static error band for this particular model of load cell is ±0.10% of the full scale
load [14].

According to Interface, the static error band is “the band of maximum

deviations of the ascending and descending calibration points from a best fit line through
zero output [31].” This means it accounts for “the effects of nonlinearity, hysteresis, and
non-return to minimum load [31].” The full scale load of these load cells is 1,800 kN;
therefore, the uncertainty associated with the load cell measurements is ±1.8 kN.
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5.1.2 Strain Gauges
In order to verify the accuracy of the experimental results obtained from the strain
gauges, a complete uncertainty analysis was performed on the involved parameters and
equations. As previously mentioned, this data was gathered, offset, and calibrated using
a National Instruments PXIe-4331 module; therefore, most of the uncertainty stems from
how this data acquisition system measures and records data. Fortunately, the NI PXIe4330/4331 specification sheet outlines how the accuracy of the gathered data can be
determined [32].
According to the NI PXIe-4330/4331 user manual, the data acquisition uses
Equation 7 and 8 to determine the strain measured by the strain gauges,

𝑉𝑟 =

𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 − 𝑉𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑉𝑒𝑥

(7)

−4𝑉𝑟
𝐺𝐹 ∙ (1 + 2𝑉𝑟 )

(8)

𝜀𝑚 =

where 𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 is the voltage measured when the strain gauge is loaded, 𝑉𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 is the
voltage measured when no load is applied to the strain gauge, 𝑉𝑒𝑥 is the excitation
voltage, 𝑉𝑟 is the ratiometric voltage, 𝐺𝐹 is the gauge factor of the strain gauge, and 𝜀𝑚 is
the measured strain [29]. The first step in the uncertainty analysis of the strain gauges
was to determine the zero-order uncertainty of the gauge factor, GF, and the excitation
voltage, Vex.

Zero-order uncertainty is often determined by the resolution of the

measured values, but for these particular parameters, the zero-order uncertainties were
specified by the manufacturers. These values are ±1% and ±0.5% for the gauge factor
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and the excitation voltage, respectively. Therefore, the gauge factor has a possible value
of 2.06 ±0.0206, and the excitation voltage has a possible value of 10 V ±0.05 V.
The next step in the uncertainty analysis was to determine the accuracy of the
measured voltage values 𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 and 𝑉𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 . This was performed following the
procedure outlined by the PXIe-4331 user manual. The data acquisition system has the
ability to zero the strain gauges by offsetting the measured values and calibrate them
using a gain adjust factor; therefore, the uncertainty procedure outlined in the user
manual accounts for the uncertainty of all the hardware involved. The specifics for this
procedure can be found in the manual, but the relevant formulas are shown in Equation 9,
10, 11, and 12,
′
𝐸𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 𝐸𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛
+ 𝑆𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 ∙ ∆𝑇
′
𝐸𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 = 𝐸𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡
+ 𝑆𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 ∙ ∆𝑇

𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 =

3 ∙ 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒
√#𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑢𝑉 = (𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 ∙ 𝐸𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 + 𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 + 𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 )
∙ 𝑉𝑒𝑥

(9)
(10)
(11)

(12)

′
where 𝐸𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 is the total gain error, 𝐸𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛
is the basic gain error, 𝑆𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 is the gain
′
stability, ∆𝑇 is the difference in temperature, 𝐸𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 is the total offset error, 𝐸𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡
is

the basic offset error, 𝑆𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 is offset stability, 𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 is the noise uncertainty, 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 is
the input noise, #𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 is the average number of samples collected, 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 is the
reading range during the analysis, and 𝑢𝑉 is the uncertainty associated with the measured
voltage [32]. For this particular experimental test, the reading range was ±25 mV/V, the
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measurement conditions were assumed to be outside the recommended range with an
average temperature of 32°C, and the sample rate was 50 samples per second. Based on
these conditions, the user manual dictates the uncertainty variables to be the values
shown in Table 32.

Table 32: Uncertainty Variable Values
Variable [Units]

Value

′
𝐸𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛
[%]

0.05

𝑆𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 [ppm/°C]

12

′
𝐸𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡
[μV/V]

10.8

𝑆𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 [(μV/V)/°C]

4.5

∆𝑇 [°C]

4

𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒[μV/Vrms]

0.007955

#𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠

2100

𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔[mV/V]

25

𝑉𝑒𝑥 [V]

10

These uncertainty variables produced a value of 0.0548%, 10.8 μV/V, and 0.00052 μV/V
for the total gain error, total offset error, and noise uncertainty, respectively. Ultimately,
using Equation 12, the uncertainty associated with the voltage measurements, 𝑢𝑉 , was
determined to be ±0.245 mV.
Once the accuracy of the measured voltages was calculated, the last step in the
uncertainty analysis of the strain gauges was to determine the error propagation. Error
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propagation arises from calculating variables using values that contain their own
uncertainty. Depending on the variable in question and its equation, these uncertainties
can either proliferate and greatly affect the calculation or diminish and have a minimal
impact on the calculation. The formula used to calculate error propagation is shown in
Equation 13,

𝑛

2
𝜕𝑊
𝑢𝑊 = ±√∑ (
𝑢𝑖 )
𝜕𝑥𝑖

(13)

𝑖=1

where 𝑥𝑖 is a variable used to calculate 𝑊, 𝑢𝑖 is the uncertainty associated with 𝑥𝑖 , and
𝑢𝑊 is the uncertainty associated with 𝑊 [33]. Since the National Instruments PXIe-4331
module uses Equations 7 and 8 to find the measured strain, the error propagation formula
can be applied to them in order to find the uncertainty associated with the measured
strain.

Equation 14 and 15 show the error propagation equations for 𝑉𝑟 and 𝜀𝑚 ,

respectively.

2

𝑢𝑉𝑟

2

1
−1
𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 − 𝑉𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
= ±√(( ) 𝑢𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 ) + (( ) 𝑢𝑉𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 ) + ((
) 𝑢𝑉𝑒𝑥 )
2
𝑉𝑒𝑥
𝑉𝑒𝑥
−𝑉𝑒𝑥
2

𝑢 𝜀𝑚

4𝑉𝑟
−4
= ±√(( 2
) 𝑢𝐺𝐹 ) + ((
)𝑢 )
𝐺𝐹 (1 + 2𝑉𝑟 )
𝐺𝐹(1 + 2𝑉𝑟 )2 𝑉𝑟

2

(14)

2

(15)

For these equations, 𝑢𝑉𝑟 is the uncertainty associated with the ratiometric voltage, 𝑢𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
and 𝑢𝑉𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 are equivalent to the uncertainty associated with the voltage measurements
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(𝑢𝑉 ), 𝑢𝑉𝑒𝑥 is the uncertainty associated with the excitation voltage, 𝑢𝜀𝑚 is the uncertainty
associated with the measured strain, and 𝑢𝐺𝐹 is the uncertainty associated with the gauge
factor.

These equations show that the uncertainty associated with the strain

measurements depends on the ratiometric voltage values, which in turn depends on the
measured voltage values; therefore, the uncertainty associated with the measured strain
values is different for each measurement.

However, calculations show that the

uncertainty ranges from ±0.000067 mm/mm to ±0.000068 mm/mm for strain
measurements ranging from 0 mm/mm to 0.000600 mm/mm, respectively. For this
analysis, the worst case scenario was assumed, and the uncertainty of the measured strain
values stemming from the data acquisition system was determined to be ±0.000068
mm/mm.
5.1.3 Numerical Model
Several studies have been performed on the uncertainties associated with the
finite element method. According to Walz et al. there are two major sources of error that
stem from the application of the finite element method to structural problems: round-off
error and discretization error [34]. Round-off error is typically on the order of 10-16,
which is very small relative to the numbers involved in this thesis; therefore, round-off
error was considered to be negligible. On the other hand, “discretization error is that
error associated with using discrete variables to represent a problem where the state
variables are continuous [34].” Furthermore, discretization error can be divided into two
types: “errors proportional to the size of the element which vanish as the element size
vanishes,” and “errors which do not vanish when the element size vanishes [34].”
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However, Carter, Tanner, and Hawkes found that the former type of discretization error is
minimal compared to the latter. They found that the errors that “do not vanish when
element size vanishes” such as “imperfect boundary conditions being applied to the
model” are the dominant sources of the uncertainty associated with the finite element
model [34, 35]. Ultimately, this means the numerical results produced by the finite
element model will be accurate as long as the parameters input into the model are
accurate as well. To quantify the uncertainty associated with the finite element model, a
design of experiments would have to be performed.

Further justification for this

investigation is provided in the Design of Experiments section.
5.1.4 Speculative Sources of Error
In addition to the known numerical and experimental uncertainties, there are
several speculative sources of error that cannot be quantified within the scope of this
thesis. For example, the boundary condition placed on the finite element model is an
assumption that could introduce inaccuracies to the numerical values. The boundary
condition assumes the bottom of the base plate is completely rigid and has zero degrees
of freedom; however, realistically, the test bench foundation has a finite stiffness and will
deform when a load is applied to the RCS. This stiffness is unknown and determining its
exact value would require experimental tests. Also, the RCS at the facility uses sliding
brackets to mount the load cells and reaction blocks to the GBX and MBR fixtures, but
the finite element model omits these components in order to reduce complexity. Instead,
the load cells and reaction blocks are tied to the GBX and MBR fixtures. Similarly, the
reaction blocks were adjusted to contact the main shaft using shims mounted in sliding
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brackets. Figure 76 (a) shows the +Z MBR reaction block with the sliding brackets but
without the shims. It is important to note that the sliding brackets are used to clamp the
shims and do not touch the main shaft when installation is complete. However, the finite
element model assumes each reaction block and the shims used to adjust it are a single
part, as shown in Figure 76 (b). This shows that there is a physical difference between
the RCS and its finite element model, but it is unknown how this difference affects the
output results.

(a)

(b)

Figure 76: Realistic Reaction Block with Adjustable Bracket (a) and its Simplified Model
(b)

In addition, several of the components used in the finite element model were
imported from the realistic CAD model. This means these components have sharp,
complex geometry that could have been imported incorrectly. Plus, this exact geometry
could cause meshing problems since some features are too small for the global meshing
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size. The previously mentioned speculative sources of error have the ability to be
quantified, but doing so would be outside the scope of this thesis.
Additionally, the strain gauges have speculative sources of error associated with
their measured values. Ideally, the strain gauges would have been calibrated after the
DAS had warmed up and immediately before each testing phase [32]. Instead, due to
feasibility and timing constraints, the strain gauges were calibrated days prior to
experimental testing.

The environmental conditions during the calibration and

experimental testing were similar, but they were not identical. The change in environment
during this time could have caused a discrepancy between the measured strain values and
the actual strain. It was also difficult to bond the strain gauges to the RCS in the humid
environment of the facility. Before the strain gauges were installed on the RCS, tests
were performed in a controlled laboratory environment to ensure the adhesive would be
able to correctly bond strain gauges to a clean and smooth metallic surface. However, the
humidity present in the facility had a significant effect on the performance of the
adhesive, so it is unknown if the bond between the strain gauges and RCS is as uniform
as desired. Furthermore, great care was taken to ensure that the strain gauges were
properly aligned during the installation process; however, due to the human element of
the procedure, it is still likely that the strain gauges were misaligned slightly. If they are
misaligned by an angle, 𝜃, the results will be affected as dictated by Equation 16,
𝛾𝑥𝑦
) 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
2

𝜀𝑚,𝑥 = 𝜀𝑥 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃 + 𝜀𝑦 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 + 2 (
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(16)

where 𝜀𝑚,𝑥 is the strain measured in the X direction, 𝜀𝑥 is the actual strain in the X
direction, 𝜀𝑦 is the actual strain in the Y direction, and 𝛾𝑥𝑦 is the shear strain [36].
Ultimately, these speculative sources of error are likely minimal, but it is outside the
scope of this thesis to quantify the influence they have on the uncertainty associated with
the measured strain values.
5.2 Sensitivity Analysis
In addition to the numerical and experimental speculative sources of error, there
are several unknown parameters that can be determined but require a sensitivity analysis
in order to be understood. According to Breierova et al. [37], a “sensitivity analysis is
used to determine how ‘sensitive’ a model is to changes in the value of the parameters of
the model and to changes in the structure of the model.” Additionally, a “sensitivity
analysis helps to build confidence in the model by studying the uncertainties that are
often associated with parameters in models [37].”

For the finite element model of the

RCS, there are three main parameters that were unknown and required a sensitivity
analysis to determine their influence on the results: the coefficient of friction between the
main shaft and the load transferring components, the positioning of the load cells, and the
gap between the reaction blocks and the main shaft.
5.2.1 Coefficient of Friction
The contact between the main shaft and the load transferring components is an
important part of the finite element model.

The main shaft is composed of S355

structural steel and the pressure shoes and reaction blocks are composed of aluminum.
According to reputable sources, these ungreased contacting surfaces generally have a
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static coefficient of friction (μ) value of 0.45 [24]. However, the value of this specific
parameter can vary depending on the condition of the surfaces involved and the
environmental surroundings.

The value of the coefficient of friction was never

experimentally determined for this particular experiment; therefore, a simple sensitivity
analysis was performed on this parameter in the numerical model. To achieve this, three
simulations were implemented using the Phase II sub-model with a thrust load of 550 kN
in the +X direction. For all three simulations, the main shaft was located in the “Dead
Zero” position, and the load cells and reaction blocks were perfectly aligned with the
main shaft and extended to ensure contact was made. However, each of the three
simulations had different values of coefficient of friction between the main shaft and the
load transferring components.

For the first analysis, the coefficient was set to the

expected value of 0.45, but for the other two analyses, the coefficient was increased and
decreased 10% to 0.495 and 0.405, respectively. Then, the compressive force transferred
to +X GBX load cell was calculated by Abaqus, and the numerical strains measured by
the “GBX Bottom” and “GBX Top” strain gauges were extracted using the “Strain
Extraction” program. Only these measurement devices were included in this friction
sensitivity analysis because they are the devices intended to measure thrust loads. The
results produced by the other load cells and strain gauges were minimal. Figure 77 shows
the compressive thrust force numerically measured in the +X GBX load cell, and Figure
78 shows the tensile strain numerically measured in the GBX strain gauges for each
simulation.
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Figure 77: Numerically Measured Thrust Force for each Friction Sensitivity Simulation
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Figure 78: Numerically Measured Strains for each Friction Sensitivity Simulation
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Ultimately, the results show that increasing the coefficient of friction in the
numerical model decreases the magnitude of the measured thrust force and strain on the
GBX fixture. Increasing the coefficient of friction between the main shaft and the load
transferring components 10% decreased the measured force and strains by about 2.1%
and 1.9%, respectively. Similarly, decreasing the coefficient of friction by 10% increased
the measured force and strains by 2.1% and 1.9%, respectively. These results suggest
that the numerical model’s results linearly depend on the coefficient of friction.
5.2.2 Load Cell Positions and Reaction Block Gap
As previously stated, two other parameters that were unknown for the testing of
the RCS were the positioning of the load cells and the gap between the main shaft and the
reaction blocks. Initial finite element model analyses showed that they have a significant
influence on the numerical model results; therefore, a combined sensitivity analysis was
performed on both parameters. Realistically, the load cells were installed by the test
engineers and adjusted to align with the main shaft visually. This means their exact
positions were unknown and cannot be determined from the provided experimental data.
Additionally, the reaction blocks were shimmed as much as possible in an attempt to
contact the main shaft. However, the smallest shim used during this process was 1 mm
thick; therefore, the gap between the main shaft and the reaction blocks had a possible
range of 0 mm to 1 mm. To determine the sensitivity of the numerical model to these
varying parameters, 26 different simulations were implemented on the Phase II submodel of the RCS. For each of the analyses, the main shaft was located in the “Dead
Zero” position and a 550 kN thrust force was applied in the +X direction. In the first
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simulation, the load cells were positioned and extended so their pressure shoes were
perfectly concentric with the main shaft, and the reaction blocks were positioned and
shimmed so they were contacting the main shaft. All of these components were centered
in their respective GBX or MBR fixtures. In the second simulation, the +Y and –Y GBX
load cells were positioned so they were 10 mm higher than the main shaft in the Z
direction, but their pressure shoes were still contacting the main shaft. In reality, it is
known that the load cell pressure shoes were always contacting the main shaft before the
loads were applied, because during the installation process they were extended as far as
physically possible. On the other hand, for the third simulation, the +Y and –Y GBX
load cells were positioned so they were 10 mm lower than the main shaft in the Z
direction, but again their pressure shoes were contacting the main shaft. Two similar
simulations were performed with the +Y and –Y GBX load cells offset ±10 mm in the X
direction from the center plane of the GBX fixture. Similarly, four more simulations
were performed with all the load cells centered except for the +Z GBX load cell, which
was offset ±10 mm in the X and Y directions. Again, the four simulations were repeated
with all the load cells centered except for the +X GBX load cell, which was offset ±10
mm in the Y and Z directions. Ten millimeters was chosen as the offset value because it
was assumed to be a reasonable error range for visually aligning the load cells with the
main shaft. Finally, these thirteen simulations were then repeated with a 1 mm gap
between all the reaction blocks and the main shaft.
Ultimately, these 26 simulations were performed to show how the positioning of
the load cells and the gap between the main shaft and reaction blocks affect the numerical
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results.

Once again, the compressive force transferred to +X GBX load cell was

calculated by Abaqus, and the numerical strain measured by the “GBX Bottom” and
“GBX Top” strain gauges was extracted using the “Strain Extraction” program because
these are the devices intended to measure thrust loads. Table 33 gives a brief description
of each simulation, and Figure 79 shows the compressive thrust force numerically
measured in the +X GBX load cell for each simulation. Additionally, Figure 80 and
Figure 81 show the tensile strain numerically measured in the “GBX Bottom” and “GBX
Top” strain gauges, respectively, for each simulation.

Table 33: Description of each Positioning Sensitivity Simulation
Simulation #

Description

1

All load cells and reaction blocks perfectly aligned and touching shaft

2

+Y & -Y GBX load cells moved +10 mm in Z direction from position in Simulation #1

3

+Y & -Y GBX load cells moved -10 mm in Z direction from position in Simulation #1

4

+Y & -Y GBX load cells moved +10 mm in X direction from position in Simulation #1

5

+Y & -Y GBX load cells moved -10 mm in X direction from position in Simulation #1

6

+Z GBX load cell moved +10 mm in Y direction from position in Simulation #1

7

+Z GBX load cell moved -10 mm in Y direction from position in Simulation #1

8

+Z GBX load cell moved +10 mm in X direction from position in Simulation #1

9

+Z GBX load cell moved -10 mm in X direction from position in Simulation #1

10

+X GBX load cell moved +10 mm in Y direction from position in Simulation #1

11

+X GBX load cell moved -10 mm in Y direction from position in Simulation #1

12

+X GBX load cell moved +10 mm in Z direction from position in Simulation #1

13

+X GBX load cell moved -10 mm in Z direction from position in Simulation #1
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Figure 79: Numerically Measured Compressive Force for each Positioning Sensitivity
Simulation
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Figure 80: Numerically Measured “GBX Bottom” Strain for each Positioning Sensitivity
Simulation
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Figure 81: Numerically Measured “GBX Top” Strain for each Positioning Sensitivity
Simulation

The results in Figure 79, Figure 80, and Figure 81 show how the positioning of
the load transferring components can have a significant impact on the output results. In
Simulation #1, all the load transferring components in the Phase II sub-model were
perfectly aligned and positioned relative to the main shaft. The numerical force results
from this simulation show about 18% of the thrust load was transferred to the other load
cells and reaction blocks. Similar numerical force results were produced from the other
simulations except for Simulation #2 and #3. For these two simulations, the numerically
measured thrust force increased to about 538 kN. This means only about 2% of the
applied thrust load was transferred to the other load cells and reaction blocks.
Furthermore, the numerically measured strains increased about 18%. The increase in the
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measured values compared to Simulation #1 is likely due to the reduced area of
contacting surfaces between the main shaft and the +Y and –Y GBX load cells. Figure
82 shows the contact area between the –Y GBX load cell and the main shaft; however (a)
shows the contact area for Simulation #1 and (b) shows the contact point for Simulation
#2. These results show that the positioning of the +Y and –Y GBX load cells relative to
the main shaft has a significant influence on the numerical results produced by the Phase
II sub-model subject to a thrust load.

(a)

(b)

Figure 82: Contact Area Between Main Shaft and –Y GBX Load Cell for Simulation #1
(a) and Simulation #2 (b)
Additionally, the numerical strain results from Simulation #1 show that the “GBX
Top” strain gauge experienced about 5% more strain than the “GBX Bottom” strain
gauge, which is likely due to the location of the +X GBX load cell relative to the GBX
fixture.

Similar numerical strain results were produced by the other simulation,

excluding Simulation #12 and #13. For Simulation #12, the “GBX Top” strain gauge
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experienced about 21% more numerical strain than the “GBX Bottom” strain gauge.
Conversely, for Simulation #13, the “GBX Bottom” strain gauge experienced about 6%
more strain than the “GBX Top” strain gauge. These results suggest that the position of
the +X GBX load cell relative to the GBX fixture has a significant influence on the
numerical strain results produced by the Phase II sub-model subject to a thrust load.
Figure 79, Figure 80, and Figure 81 also show the influence of the gap between
the main shaft and the reaction blocks. An example of this gap can be seen in Figure 83.

Figure 83: 1 mm Gap Between the Main Shaft and Reaction Blocks

Overall, the results from the simulations with the 1 mm gap show about a 2% increase in
the measured loads when compared to the simulations without the gap. This means that
less of the applied thrust load was unintentionally transferred to the RCS through the
reaction blocks and the +Y, -Y, and +Z GBX load cells. Furthermore, in Simulations #2
and #3, the entire thrust load was transferred to the +X GBX load cell. These results
prove that the gap between the main shaft and the reaction blocks has a noticeable
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influence on the numerical force and strain results produced by the Phase II sub-model
subject to a thrust load.
5.3 Design of Experiments
For this particular project, experimental results were obtained during the test plan,
and numerical results were produced by the finite element model created in Abaqus.
Before the finite element model could be used to calibrate the LAU and predict future
behavior of the RCS, the finite element model needs to be calibrated to match the known
behavior of the RCS. As outlined in the Sensitivity Analysis section, there are unknown
parameters associated with the RCS that have a significant influence on the numerical
results produced by the Phase II model. However, these parameters will likely have a
completely different effect on the Phase I and Phase III sub-models. These parameters
can be strategically adjusted to calibrate the finite element model and make the numerical
results match the current experimental results, but the model would not be accurate in
calibrating the LAU or predicting the future behavior of the RCS. It would only be
suitable for replicating the results obtained during the test plan. Instead, the design of
experiments method could be applied to these unknown parameters of the RCS
numerically and experimentally.

Design of experiments is “a systematic, rigorous

approach to engineering problem-solving that applies principles and techniques at the
data collection stage so as to ensure the generation of valid, defensible and supportable
engineering conclusions [38].” For this particular project, with the coefficient of friction,
the load cell positioning, and the gap between the main shaft and reaction blocks, there is
an infinite number of possible combinations for the unknown parameters. By performing
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a design of experiments numerically, the influence of the unknown parameters on the
finite element model can be completely understood, and the model’s uncertainties can be
calculated.

By performing a design of experiments experimentally, the relationship

between the unknown parameters and the RCS can be determined, thus allowing for
accurate prediction of future RCS behavior. Furthermore, by combining the numerical
and experimental design of experiments, the finite element model can be calibrated to
realistic behavior of the RCS and then be used to accurately calibrate the LAU of the 7.5
MW test bench. However, applying design of experiments is not within the scope of this
thesis due to time and resource constraints.
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CHAPTER SIX
RESULTS
As outlined in the RCS Test Plan section, several experimental tests were
performed on the RCS in order to calibrate the LAU. Similarly, the purpose of this thesis
was to create a finite element model of the RCS that can be used to predict its behavior
and calibrate the LAU in the future. To prove that the finite element model is accurate,
its numerical results were compared to the experimental results produced by the same
loading conditions. In order to narrow the scope of the project, only a few tests were
recreated using the finite element model. The model that was created during this project
only supports static loads; therefore, the sinusoidal loading test sequences were not used.
Additionally, several of the tests outlined in the RCS Test Plan section were repeatability
cycles. This means the same load was applied and removed repeatedly to see if the same
output was produced. If these repeatability cycles were to be applied to the finite element
model, the exact same results would be produced for each cycle since the inputs to the
finite element method would never change. Ultimately, this means the repeatability
cycles were not recreated using the finite element model. The few remaining tests of the
“RCS Test Plan” were stepping sequences that maintain a constant applied load or
displacement for several seconds; these test plans can be considered quasi-static during
the plateau of each step. In the end, these factors allowed for four tests to stand out as
ideal for recreating in the finite element model. They are as follows: Phase I – Sequence
2, Phase II – Sequence 1, Phase III – Sequence 2, and Phase III – Sequence 5. Phase I –
Sequence 2 allows for the analysis of the displacement control mode of the LAU since it
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displaces the LAU disk in the +X direction. Conversely, Phase II – Sequence 1 allows
for analysis of the force control mode of the LAU since it applies a force to the LAU disk
in the +X direction. Phase III – Sequence 2 and Phase III – Sequence 5 allow for the
investigation of the lateral loads of the LAU since they apply lateral forces and yaw
moments to the LAU disk. Since each of these phases involves the incremental stepping
of loads over several minutes, only the loads applied at peak loading condition were input
into the numerical model. It is important to note that the input loads come from the
values submitted to the user interface at the facility.

Additionally, each set of

experimental data was zeroed relative to its value when there was no load applied to the
RCS. This ensures that the experimental results are comparable to the numerical results.
Furthermore, the experimental results were found by averaging the output values for each
individual device during the span of the peak loading condition.
6.1 Phase I – Sequence 2
According to the “RCS Test Plan,” Sequence 2 of Phase I consisted of applying
an incremental step displacement of 0.2 mm in the +X direction until a thrust load of 550
kN was applied at the hub point. This loading condition was then removed by stepping
back down in a similar manner until the thrust force at the hub point reached 0 kN.
However, the experimental data shows that at peak loading condition, the LAU applied a
displacement of 1.95 mm in the +X direction and 0.25 mm in the -Z direction. This
sequence of loading can be seen in full in Figure A.8 of Appendix D. The experimental
results obtained from the load cells and strain gauges at peak loading condition for this
sequence can be seen in Table 34.
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Table 34: Experimental Results for Phase I – Sequence 2 at Peak Loading Condition
Device [Units]

Value ± Uncertainty

+X GBX Load Cell [kN]

561.06 ± 1.8

+Y GBX Load Cell [kN]

-0.25 ± 1.8

-Y GBX Load Cell [kN]

0.00 ± 1.8

+Z GBX Load Cell [kN]

0.01 ± 1.8

Bedplate Near Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

0.000050 ± 0.000068

Bedplate Far Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

0.000061 ± 0.000068

GBX Bottom Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

0.000484 ± 0.000068

GBX Top Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

0.000289 ± 0.000068

For the results shown in Table 34, a positive force value represents a compressive
force and a positive strain value represents a tensile strain. The minimal values produced
by the +Y, -Y, and +Z GBX load cells suggest that only the +X GBX load cell was
compressed during the displacement of the LAU.

Additionally, the difference in

magnitude of the “GBX Bottom” and “GBX Top” strains implies that the +X GBX load
cell was closer to the “GBX Bottom” strain gauge during testing. Table 34 provides a
summary of the experimental results at peak loading condition, but the complete set can
be seen in Figure A.9 and Figure A.10 of Appendix D.
As previously stated in the Sensitivity Analysis section, there are several variables
that have a significant influence on the numerical results, but their exact values are
unknown. Therefore, an iterative process was completed in order to strategically change
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these variables within an acceptable range to calibrate the numerical results to the
experimental results. For the Phase II – Sequence 1 sub-model, the main shaft was
positioned so the center of the LAU disk would be at (7.45 mm, 2.10 mm, -49.24 mm)
relative to “Dead Zero” before the loads were applied, as specified by the experimental
data. Additionally, at the hub point, input displacements of 1.95 mm and 0.25 mm were
applied in the +X and –Z directions, respectively. The numerical results that best match
the experimental data for this sequence can be seen in Figure 84 and Figure 85.
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Figure 84: Comparison of Experimentally and Numerically Measured Load Cell Values
for Phase I – Sequence 2 at Peak Loading Condition
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Figure 85: Comparison of Experimentally and Numerically Measured Strain Gauge
Values for Phase II – Sequence 1 at Peak Loading Condition

Figure 84 shows the measured numerical compressive forces compared to the
measured experimental compressive forces for each load cell, and Figure 85 shows the
measured numerical strains compared to the measured experimental strains for each
strain gauge in Phase I – Sequence 2. The experimental data shown in these figures also
contain error bars that give a bound on their possible values due to uncertainty.
Ultimately, the comparison between the numerical and experimental results suggests that
the numerical model is much stiffer than the experimental model. The numerical results
measured by the +X, +Y, and –Y GBX load cells and the “GBX Bottom” and “GBX
Top” strain gauges are significantly larger than their corresponding experimental values.
Essentially, this means that a larger input force is required to displace the hub point of the
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numerical model the same distance as the realistic hub point. In order to investigate this
issue, another simulation was performed with an input displacement of 1.15 mm and 0.25
mm in the +X and –Z direction. The results from this simulation, which can be seen in
Figure 86 and Figure 87, are much closer to the experimental results.
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Figure 86: Comparison of Experimentally and Numerically Measured Load Cell Values
for Phase I – Sequence 2 with an Input X Displacement of 1.15 mm
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Figure 87: Comparison of Experimentally and Numerically Measured Strain Gauge
Values for Phase I – Sequence 2 with an Input X Displacement of 1.15 mm

These adjusted results show applying an X displacement of 1.15 mm in the
numerical model produces the same force and strain results as applying an X
displacement of 1.95 experimentally.

This means the realistic RCS is much more

compliant than the numerical model; however, the high numerically measured strains for
the initial simulation (with an input X displacement of 1.95 mm) suggest that it is not the
components causing the discrepancy in stiffness. Instead, this issue is likely caused by
the stiffness in the interaction between the compressed components. The numerical
model assumes the interacting faces of the main shaft, +X GBX load cell, and GBX
fixture are perfectly flat; therefore, there is no room for compliance at the interacting
faces of these components.

Realistically, it is not possible to create perfectly flat
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surfaces, and these interacting faces likely deformed during engagement due to the
minute compression of a non-flat surfaces. Furthermore, in the realistic RCS, the +X
GBX load cell was mounted to the GBX fixture using a bracket that allowed for
positioning adjustments in the X direction. This means that the +X GBX load cell was
not rigidly fastened to the GBX fixture and could have been misaligned relative to the
fixture. This mounting bracket and possible gap location can be seen in Figure 88.

Figure 88: Possible Gap Location Between +X GBX Load Cell and GBX Fixture

This gap would allow the hub point to displace without applying any significantly
measureable forces to the +X GBX load cell. On the other hand, since this thesis dealt
with the initial calibration of the LAU, it is possible there is a compliance issue within the
LAU that is causing these issues. In the end, it is possible that a combination of these
speculative sources of error is creating the discrepancy between the experimental and
numerical results produced during Phase I – Sequence 2.
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6.2 Phase II – Sequence 1
For Sequence 1 of Phase II, the “RCS Test Plan” states that a positive Fx load was
applied and incrementally increased by 50 kN from 0 kN to 550 kN. Then, the applied
thrust load was stepped back down to 0 kN in the same manner.

However, the

experimental data shows that a constant vertical shear load of 20 kN was also applied
during this sequence in the +Z direction. The entire loading sequence can be seen in full
in Figure A.11 in Appendix D, but this means at peak loading condition, the input load at
the hub point was 550 kN and 20 kN in the +X and +Z directions, respectively. The
experimental results obtained from the load cells and strain gauges at peak loading
condition are summarized in Table 35.

Table 35: Experimental Results from Phase II - Sequence 1 at Peak Loading Condition
Device [Units]

Value ± Uncertainty

+X GBX Load Cell [kN]

516.08 ± 1.8

+Y GBX Load Cell [kN]

0.65 ± 1.8

-Y GBX Load Cell [kN]

-1.35 ± 1.8

+Z GBX Load Cell [kN]

-17.10 ± 1.8

Bedplate Near Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

0.000047 ± 0.000068

Bedplate Far Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

0.000058 ± 0.000068

GBX Bottom Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

0.000442 ± 0.000068

GBX Top Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

0.000268 ± 0.000068
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For the experimental results shown in Table 35, a positive force value represents a
compressive force and a positive strain value represents a tensile strain. These values
suggest that a majority of the load was transferred through the +X GBX load cell as
expected, but about 6.2% of the input thrust load was transferred to the other load cells
and reaction blocks. The +Z GBX load cell measured a tensile force which is likely due
to stress supplied to the load cell by the deformation of the GBX fixture and separation
with the main shaft. This suggests that the entire vertical shear load was transferred to
the other load cells and reaction blocks. The experimental results from the strain gauges
show that the “GBX Bottom” and “GBX Top” strain gauges measured the highest strain.
These values imply that the +X GBX load cell was likely closer to the “GBX Bottom”
strain gauge than the “GBX Top” strain gauge. Table 35 summarizes the experimental
results, but they can be seen in full in Figure A.12 and Figure A.13 in Appendix D.
Once again, an iterative process was completed in order to strategically change
the unknown variables within an acceptable range to calibrate the numerical results to the
experimental results. For the Phase II – Sequence 1 sub-model, the main shaft was
positioned so the center of the LAU disk would be at (7.57 mm, -1.64 mm, -48.18 mm)
relative to “Dead Zero” before the loads were applied, as specified by the experimental
data. Additionally, for this sub-model, a 550 kN thrust force and a 20 kN vertical force
were applied to the hub point, as defined by the input loads. The numerical results that
best match the experimental results are shown comparatively in Figure 89 and Figure 90.
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Figure 89: Comparison of Experimentally and Numerically Measured Load Cell Values
for Phase II – Sequence 1 at Peak Loading Condition
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Figure 90: Comparison of Experimentally and Numerically Measured Strain Gauge
Values for Phase II – Sequence 1 at Peak Loading Condition
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Figure 89 shows the measured numerical compressive forces compared to the
measured experimental compressive forces for each load cell, and Figure 90 shows the
measured numerical strains compared to the measured experimental strains for each
strain gauge in Phase II – Sequence 1. Also shown on the experimental data columns are
error bars that indicate the possible range of the experimental values due to uncertainties
as calculated in the Uncertainty Analysis section. These numerical results were obtained
by aligning the +Z and +X load cells with the main shaft and offsetting the +Y and –Y
load cells 10 mm in the +Z direction relative to the main shaft. Additionally, the
reactions blocks were adjusted to contact the main shaft and coefficient of friction
between the main shaft and the load transferring components was set to 0.45. These
numerical results show that it is possible to calibrate the finite element model to match
the behavior of the RCS during Phase II – Sequence 1 testing. The percent error between
the numerical and experimental results for the +X GBX Load Cell results is about 3.2%,
and the percent error for the “GBX Bottom” and “GBX Top” strain results are 1.0% and
1.3% respectively. The +Y, -Y, and +Z load cell results and the “Bedplate Near” and
“Bedplate Far” results are minimal since they were not intended to measure thrust loads.
These numerical results suggest that about 9.1% of the input thrust force was transferred
to the +Y, -Y, and +Z in shear and to the reaction blocks in shear or compression. Since
the numerical values shown in Figure 89 represent the compressive forces transferred
across the contact face, the zero value produced by the +Z GBX load cell confirms that
the entire vertical shear force was absorbed by the other load cells and reaction blocks.
The numerical force measured by the +Z GBX load cell (0 kN) does not match the
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experimental force (-17.10 kN) because the numerical result only accounts for the
compressive force transferred across the interacting surfaces. As previously stated, the
experimentally measured tensile force is likely due to stress imparted on the +Z GBX
load cell due to the deformation of the GBX fixture; therefore, this stress would not
register in the numerical results. Interestingly, the X displacement of the hub point in the
numerical model is about 1.06 mm. This displacement is similar to the interpolated
displacement as discussed in Phase I – Sequence 2, thus confirming the discrepancy in
stiffness between the numerical and experimental models. One benefit of the numerical
model is the fact that the loads transferred to the reaction blocks can be calculated.
Figure 91 shows the total force transferred from the main shaft to the reaction blocks due
to contact pressure and frictional stress as calculated by Abaqus.

Total Measured Force (FTM) [KN]

Total Loads Transferred to Reaction Blocks
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+Y MBR
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+Z MBR

Figure 91: Total Force Transferred to each Reaction Block in the Phase II – Sequence 1
Sub-model
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The values shown in Figure 91 are the resultant forces transferred to the reaction
blocks, which are a combination of the shear forces and normal forces. These values are
not directly comparable to the experimental results, but they show why there is a
discrepancy between the input loads and measured loads for this particular configuration
of the unknown parameters.
6.3 Phase III – Sequence 2
For Sequence 2 of Phase III, the “RCS Test Plan” states that a positive Fy load
was applied and incrementally increased by 100 kN from 0 kN to 700 kN, and the load
was stepped back down to 0 kN in a similar manner. However, the experimental data
shows that a thrust load of 50 kN and vertical load of 20 kN were constantly applied in
the +X and +Z directions. This sequence of input forces can be seen in full in Figure
A.14 in Appendix D, but at peak loading condition, the input forces at the hub point were
50 kN, 700 kN, and 20 kN in the +X, +Y, and +Z directions, respectively. Similarly, the
complete set of experimental results can be seen in Figure A.15 and Figure A.16 in
Appendix D, but a summary of the experimental forces and strains measured at peak
loading condition are listed in Table 36.
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Table 36: Experimental Results from Phase III – Sequence 2 at Peak Loading Condition
Device [Units]

Value ± Uncertainty

+Y GBX Load Cell [kN]

0.07 ± 1.8

-Y GBX Load Cell [kN]

407.69 ± 1.8

+Y MBR Load Cell [kN]

1084.90 ± 1.8

-Y MBR Load Cell [kN]

-0.03 ± 1.8

Bedplate Near Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

-0.000222 ± 0.000068

Bedplate Far Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

0.000245 ± 0.000068

GBX Bottom Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

-0.000119 ± 0.000068

GBX Top Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

-0.000016 ± 0.000068

Again, for Table 36, a positive force value represents a compressive force and a
positive strain value represents a tensile strain. As expected, these experimental results
show that the dominant load was the lateral force of 700 kN. This load was unevenly
distributed between the –Y GBX load cell and +Y MBR load cell, with the latter
measuring a majority of the load. Furthermore, the compressive loads measured by the
+Y GBX and –Y MBR load cells are essentially zero. This was expected since there was
nothing keeping the main shaft from losing contacting with these load cells.
Additionally, the experimental strain gauge data shows that the “Bedplate Near” and
“Bedplate Far” gauges experienced the strains with the highest magnitude, but in
opposite directions. The “Bedplate Near” strain gauge measured compressive strain, and
the “Bedplate Far” strain gauge measured tensile strain with almost equal magnitude.
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The difference in magnitude of these two values is likely due to the main shaft being
offset relative to the bedplate.
Once more, an iterative process was followed in order to strategically adjust the
unknown variables of the numerical model in an attempt to make the numerical results
match the experimental results. For the Phase III – Sequence 2 sub-model, the main shaft
was positioned so the center of the LAU disk would be at (28.79 mm, 5.60 mm, -50.00
mm) relative to the “Dead Zero” position before the loads were applied, as specified by
the experimental data. Additionally, 50 kN, 700 kN, and 20 kN forces were applied at
the hub point in the +X, +Y, and +Z directions, respectively, as defined by the input
values. For this phase, the numerical results that best match the experimental results are
shown comparatively in Figure 92 and Figure 93.
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Figure 92: Comparison of Experimentally and Numerically Measured Load Cell Values
for Phase III – Sequence 2 at Peak Loading Condition
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Figure 93: Comparison of Experimentally and Numerically Measured Strain Gauge
Values for Phase III – Sequence 2 at Peak Loading Condition

Figure 92 shows the measured numerical compressive forces compared to the
measured experimental compressive forces for each load cell, and Figure 93 shows the
measured numerical strains compared to the measured experimental strains for each
strain gauge in Phase III – Sequence 2. Again, the experimental data columns contain
error bars that indicate the possible range of the experimental values due to uncertainties.
These numerical results were obtained by offsetting the +Y and –Y MBR load cells 45
mm in the –X direction relative to the center plane of the MBR fixture. Additionally, the
reaction blocks were adjusted to ensure that contact was made with the main shaft, and
the coefficient of friction between the main shaft and the load transferring components
was set to 0.45. These numerical results prove that it possible to calibrate the Phase III –
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Sequence 2 sub-model to the experimental results. The percent errors between the
numerical and experimental force values measured by the –Y GBX and +Y MBR are
2.6% and 5.5%, respectively. Conversely, the percent errors between the numerical and
experimental strain values measured by the “Bedplate Near” and “Bedplate Far” gauges
are 14.9% and 10.1%, respectively. These percent errors are much higher than desired,
but numerical results are still within the experimental data’s uncertainty range. The
experimental values measured by the +Y GBX load cell, -Y GBX load cell, “GBX
Bottom” strain gauge, and “GBX Top” strain gauge were minimal since they were not
intended to measure the effects of lateral forces in +Y direction; therefore, their percent
errors were not calculated. Overall, these numerical results confirm that the dominant 700
kN lateral load was unevenly distributed between the –Y GBX and +Y MBR load cells.
Furthermore, the “Bedplate Near” and “Bedplate Far” strain values show that the loading
condition for this sequence applied a bending moment to the bedplate. In addition to the
results produced by the load cells and strain gauges, the total forces transferred from the
main shaft to the reaction blocks due to contact pressure and frictional stress for Phase III
– Sequence 2 were calculated and can be seen in Figure 94.
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Figure 94: Total Force Transferred to each Reaction Block in the Phase III – Sequence 2
Sub-model

The values shown in Figure 94 represent the total load transferred to the reaction
blocks, which is a combination of the shear and compressive forces. These results show
that for this particular configuration of the unknown variables, a total of 187 kN was
unintentionally transferred to the reaction blocks.

The forces being applied to the

reaction block could be the cause of the discrepancy between the input forces and
measured forces.
6.4 Phase III – Sequence 5
For Sequence 5 of Phase III, the “RCS Test Plan” states that a positive My
moment was applied and incrementally increased by 200 kNm from 0 kNm to 2800 kNm
at a ramp rate of 200 kNm/sec. Furthermore, the experimental data shows that there were
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two additional forces that were constantly applied to the hub point: a thrust load of 20 kN
in the +X direction and a vertical shear load of 20 kN in the +Z direction. This means at
peak loading condition, the LAU applied a 2800 kNm moment in the +Z direction, a
force of 20 kN in the +X direction, and a force of 20 kN in the +Z direction at the hub
point. This entire loading sequence can be seen in full in Figure A.17 in Appendix D.
The experimental results shown in Table 37 were recorded under peak loading condition;
however, Figure A.18 and Figure A.19 in Appendix D provide a complete description of
the experimental results for the entire sequence.
Table 37: Experimental Results from Phase III – Sequence 5 at Peak Loading Condition
Device [Units]

Value ± Uncertainty

+Y GBX Load Cell [kN]

1298.78 ± 1.8

-Y GBX Load Cell [kN]

-12.75 ± 1.8

+Y MBR Load Cell [kN]

8.03 ± 1.8

-Y MBR Load Cell [kN]

1303.86 ± 1.8

Bedplate Near Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

0.000291 ± 0.000068

Bedplate Far Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

-0.000426 ± 0.000068

GBX Bottom Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

-0.000039 ± 0.000068

GBX Top Strain Gauge [mm/mm]

-0.000074 ± 0.000068

A positive force value in Table 37 represents a compressive force, and a positive
strain value represents a tensile strain. As expected, these results show that the dominant
load was the 2800 kNm moment applied in the +Z direction. It can be seen that this load
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was evenly distributed between the +Y GBX load cell and the –Y MBR load cell.
Furthermore, the forces measured by the –Y GBX load cell and +Y MBR load cell were
minimal and were likely due to stress being applied to the load cells from the deformation
of the GBX and MBR fixtures. The strain gauge data shows that the bedplate strain
gauges measured a significant amount of strain. The “Bedplate Near” strain gauge
measured tensile strain, and the “Bedplate Far” gauge measured compressive strain. Due
to symmetry, it was predicted that these two strain gauges would measure strains in
opposite directions but with equal magnitude. However, these experimental results show
that the “Bedplate Far” strain gauge measured a higher magnitude of strain than the
“Bedplate Near” gauge. This discrepancy between the two strain gauge values is likely
due to the shaft being offset relative to the bedplate.
An iterative process was once again followed in order to strategically adjust the
unknown parameters in an attempt calibrate the model and make the numerical results
match the experimental results. For the Phase III – Sequence 5 sub-model, the main shaft
was positioned so the center of the LAU disk would be at (28.51 mm, 4.62 mm, -49.93
mm) relative to the “Dead Zero” position before the loads were applied, as specified by
the experimental data. Additionally, a 2800 kNm moment was applied at the hub point in
the +Z direction, along with 20 kN forces in the +X and +Z directions as defined by the
input values. The numerical results that best match the experimental results for this
phase can be seen comparatively in Figure 95 and Figure 96.
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Figure 95: Comparison of Experimentally and Numerically Measured Load Cell Values
for Phase III – Sequence 5 at Peak Loading Condition
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Figure 96: Comparison of Experimentally and Numerically Measured Strain Gauge
Values for Phase III – Sequence 5 at Peak Loading Condition
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Figure 95 shows the measured numerical compressive forces compared to the
measured experimental compressive forces for each load cell, and Figure 96 shows the
measured numerical strains compared to the measured experimental strains for each
strain gauge in Phase III – Sequence 5. The experimental data columns contain error bars
that indicate the possible range of the experimental values due to uncertainties calculated
in the Uncertainty Analysis section. These numerical results were obtained by aligning
the load cells with the main shaft and inserting a 1 mm gap between the main shaft and
reaction blocks. The percent errors for the +Y GBX and –Y MBR load cells when
compared to the experimental results are 2.10% and 2.28%, respectively. These values
show that it is possible to calibrate the Phase III – Sequence 5 sub-model to the
experimental force results. The percent errors for numerical strain gauge measurements
are much higher, but the numerical results are all within in the uncertainty range of the
experimental data. The total forces transferred from the main shaft to the reaction blocks
due to contact pressure and frictional stress for this particular sequence can be seen in
Figure 97.
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Figure 97: Total Force Transferred to each Reaction Block in the Phase III – Sequence 5
Sub-model

The values shown in Figure 97 prove that a portion of the applied load was
transferred to the reaction blocks for this particular arrangement. These values may be in
significant when compared to the input loads, but they give an indication as to where
possible losses could be occurring.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusion
Ultimately, this research has produced a finite element model that has the
capability of being used for calibration of the load applicator unit (LAU) in the 7.5 MW
test bench. In order to accomplish this, the research goals that were set at the beginning
of the project were achieved in various ways. An accurate finite element model of the
rigid commissioning stand (RCS) was created in Abaqus using valid assumptions and
simplifications to reduce computation time and requirements. The fastener connections
were simplified by filling holes and using tie constraints to connect the components. The
welding connections were replaced with chamfers to maintain stiffness but reduce
complexity. Additionally, the load cells were modeled as a single component with an
overall stiffness that matches the value provided by the manufacturer’s specification
sheet. Furthermore, the process used to create this accurate model was documented and
can be used by future customers of the SCE&G Energy Innovation Center to prepare for
onsite testing.
In order to supplement the results produced by the finite element model, strain
gauges were successfully installed on the RCS and calibrated using equipment provided
by Savannah River National Laboratory. The strain gauges used for this project were the
first to be installed at the facility; therefore, the installation and calibration procedure was
documented for future reference. To ensure the accuracy of the strain gauges, a complete
uncertainty analysis was performed on the data collected experimentally. This included
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the effects of temperature, sample rate, zero-order uncertainty, and error propagation.
This procedure was also documented for future reference.
Additionally, the Results chapter of this thesis provides a comparison between the
experimental and numerical results subject to the same input loads. The comparison
shows that the numerical model is accurate in determining the measured forces and
measured strains when the LAU operates in force control mode. This was achieved by
performing a sensitivity analysis on the unknown parameters, i.e. friction between the
main shaft and load transferring components, load cell positioning, and the gap between
the main shaft and the reaction blocks, in order to understand their influence on the
numerical results. Then these findings were applied to each relevant phase of the “RCS
Test Plan” to calibrate the finite element model and make the numerical results match the
experimental results. Ultimately, this shows that the finite element method can be used to
accurately determine the behavior of large-scale, multi-body assemblies used for
calibration, but the position of all the load transferring components in the assembly must
be known.

In conclusion, performing a numerical and experimental design of

experiments would be beneficial in making the finite element model fit for calibration of
the LAU.
7.2 Future Work
This project has opened the door to additional research subjects related to the
numerical model and the experimental procedure that should be considered in order to
optimize the LAU calibration process. They are as follows:
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I.

In order to completely understand the influence of the unknown parameters on the
numerical model, an all-encompassing sensitivity analysis can be performed
involving the friction between the main shaft and the load transferring
components, the location of the load cells, and the gap between the main shaft and
the reaction blocks for all the phase models and multiple loading conditions.

II.

The mesh convergence analysis presented in this thesis investigated the behavior
of the finite element model as the global mesh was reduced; however, it is
possible that increased accuracy could be obtained from optimizing the mesh of
each individual component.

III.

The sources of discrepancy in stiffness between the numerical and experimental
results when the LAU is in displacement control mode have been speculated for
this thesis; however, a more in-depth analysis should be performed
experimentally and numerically to mitigate this issue.

IV.

Additionally, to completely understand the relationship between the finite element
model and the realistic RCS, a design of experiments should be performed
numerically and experimentally. This would allow for the finite element model to
be calibrated for multiple loading conditions and configurations and make it fit for
calibrating the LAU.

V.

The experimental results produced by the strain gauges have a relatively wide
uncertainty range; therefore, research should be performed on how to reduce this
uncertainty and how to ensure a more consistent bond between the gauges and the
RCS when being installed in humid environments.
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VI.

The results presented in Chapter 6 show that a portion of the applied loads is often
unintentionally transferred to the reaction blocks. Reaction blocks are required
when the LAU is in force control mode to keep the shaft from drifting, but
research could be performed on how to reduce the loads transferred to the reaction
blocks while still supplying the required support.

VII.

The loads applied during testing were limited by the strength of the GBX and
MBR fixtures as well as the capacity of the load cells; however, it would be
beneficial to monitor the movement of the base stand, GBX fixture, and MBR
fixture during experimental tests to ensure that the assemblies repeatedly return to
their initial position.
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APPENDICES
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A. Creating Friction Interaction in Abaqus
As previously mentioned, a friction contact was used model the interaction
between the main shaft and the load transferring components, i.e. load cells and reaction
blocks. A description of these surface-to-surface interactions can be seen in the Abaqus
user manual, but this section serves to outline the specifics that were followed for this
particular project. First, an “Interaction Property” was created that depicts the behavior
of the friction interaction. For this analysis, three “Contact Property Options” were
selected: “Tangential Behavior,” “Normal Behavior,” and “Geometric Properties.” To
simulate a realistic interaction, the “Friction formulation” for the tangential behavior was
set as “Penalty.”

This “Penalty” method allows for the introduction of a friction

coefficient. According to the Abaqus User Manual, under the “Penalty” formulation,
Abaqus uses the basic Coulomb friction model to determine friction interactions [21].
This model relates “the maximum allowable frictional (shear) stress across an interface to
the contact pressure between the contacting bodies [21].” Abaqus defines a critical shear
stress, 𝜏𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 , at which sliding begins between the two contacting surfaces. The critical
shear stress is calculated using Equation A.1,

𝜏𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 𝜇𝑝

(A.1)

where 𝜇 is the static coefficient of friction defined by the user and 𝑝 is the contact
pressure between the contacting surfaces [21]. Since this analysis is considered quasistatic, only static friction was considered. Furthermore, the static friction coefficient was
considered to be isotropic due to the isotropic properties of the components involved.
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This characteristic can depend on several properties such as slip rate, contact pressure,
average temperature, and other predefined field variables; however, uniformity and
independence was assumed for 𝜇 in order to simplify the analysis [21]. The settings used
can be seen in the dialog box shown in Figure A.1. The exact static coefficient of friction
changed depending on the interacting components, but it was determined to be 0.45 for a
steel-on-aluminum interaction [24].

Figure A.1: Friction Tab of Tangential Behavior
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Due to the realistic nature of the model, there was not a limit to the shear stress
that the interaction can experience; therefore, the settings under the “Shear Stress” tab
were set as shown in Figure A.2.

Figure A.2: Shear Stress Tab of Tangential Behavior

Since this a three-dimensional analysis, Abaqus combines the two orthogonal
shear stress components, 𝜏1 and 𝜏2 , into a single equivalent shear stress denoted as 𝜏̅ and
calculated using Equation A.2 [21].
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𝜏̅ = √𝜏12 + 𝜏22

(A.2)

According to the basic Coulomb friction model, the components will slip if the equivalent
shear stress is equal to the critical shear stress [21]. However, prior to the occurrence of
slip, the components were set to experience “Elastic Slip.”

Elastic slip allows the

components to deform as if they were connected at the interacting surfaces until the
critical shear stress is reached [21]. This is achieved through the use of a stiffness
property known as the critical slip value, 𝛾𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 . According to the Abaqus user manual,
“the stiffness is chosen such that the relative motion from the position of zero shear stress
bound by a value 𝛾𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 [21].” This value can be specified by the user; however, if it is not
predetermined, the default value of γcrit is set to “0.5% of the average length of all contact
elements in the model [21].” Due to the unknowns involved in modeling the RCS, this
critical slip value was left at the default value of 0.5%, as shown in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.3: Elastic Slip Tab of Tangential Behavior
The next behavior that had to be specified in Abaqus was the “Normal Behavior.”
For the interaction between the main shaft and load transferring components, the
interacting surfaces are not expected to penetrate each other. Furthermore, the load cells
and reaction blocks are intended to only transfer compressive forces; therefore, the
computational model needs to account for this specific interaction. In order to achieve
this, the “Pressure-Overclosure” of the normal behavior was set as “‘Hard’ Contact.”
According to the Abaqus user manual, “the ‘hard’ contact relationship minimizes the
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penetration of the slave surface into the master surface at the constraint locations and
does not allow the transfer of tensile stress across the interface [21].” With this type of
“Pressure-Overclosure,” the user manual dictates that the “Constraint enforcement
method” should be “Default [21].” Furthermore, the main shaft and load transferring
components are only connected through friction; therefore, separation after contact is
allowed. These normal behavior settings can be seen collectively in Figure A.4.

Figure A.4: Normal Behavior Contact Property Option
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The last property that was input into Abaqus was the “Geometric Properties.” For
this contact property option, the out-of-plane surface thickness was set to unity. This
value is used to help calculate the frictional stresses and is a default setting for this type
of friction interaction [21].

Figure A.5: Geometric Properties Contact Properties Option

Once the appropriate interaction property was created, each individual interaction
was created in Abaqus. This was performed by creating a new interaction for each pair
of surfaces that experience friction and selecting the appropriate master and slave
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surfaces. The Abaqus user manual recommends following these basic guidelines when
selecting simple contact pairs consisting of two deformable surfaces:
1. The larger of the two surfaces should act as the master surface.
2. If the surfaces are of comparable size, the surface on the stiffer body should
act as the master surface.
3. If the surfaces are of comparable size and stiffness, the surface with the
coarser mesh should act as the master surface [21].
For this particular analysis, the main shaft was chosen as the master surface for all its
interactions since it the larger, stiffer, and more coarsely meshed than the load cells or
reaction blocks. Furthermore, it states that, “contact surfaces should extend far enough to
include all regions that may come into contact during analysis; however, including
additional surface nodes and faces that never experience contact may result in significant
extra computational cost [21].”

Therefore, the main shaft was partitioned in the

appropriate places to reduce the size of the master surfaces in each interaction. Figure
A.6 shows the partitioned main shaft. It should be noted that in addition to the partitions
added for creating surface-to-surface friction interactions, several other partitions were
added to help with meshing and alignment of the main shaft in the assembly.
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Figure A.6: Partitioned Main Shaft
For this analysis, “Finite sliding” was chosen for the type of contact formulation.
“Finite sliding” is “the most general and allows any arbitrary motion of the surfaces
[21].” Additionally, the “Discretization method” was chosen as “Surface to surface.”
This is because, “in general, surface-to-surface discretization provides more accurate
stress and pressure results than node-to-surface discretization [21].” Surface-to-surface
discretization is more accurate because it “resists penetrations in an average sense over
finite regions of the slave surface, which has a smoothing effect [21].” Additionally,
Abaqus recommends using the “Two configurations (path) selection” for “Contact
tracking” and the remaining default settings for finite sliding with surface-to-surface
discretization method [21].

The last step was to choose the appropriate contact

interaction property that was previously created. Figure A.7 shows these settings in the
“Edit Interaction” dialog box. A new interaction was created for each contact location
between the main shaft and the load transferring components.
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Figure A.7: Edit Interaction Dialog Box
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B. “Strain Extraction” MATLAB Program
%The code shown below serves to extract the strain experienced at the
%strain gauge locations. First, these locations were determined by
%partitioning the installation area with a 14.8mm x 4.8mm rectangle
that
%represents the strain gauge. Then, 4 "Geometry" sets must be created
in
%the ASSEMBLY module that include these partitioned faces. These sets
must
%be labeled with descriptive labels, such as "Thrust_Top," and input
into
%"set1_label," "set2_label," etc. shown below. Additionally, the
global
%strain direction ("set1_result_direction," "set2_result_direction,"
etc.)
%must be changed to match the orientation of the strain gauges. Also
the
%parts that contain the strain gauges must be changed ("part1_name,"
%"part2_name," etc.). Furthermore, the input and result files need to
be
%updated for each analysis. The result output needs to be in the form
of
%"Element Nodal" and it needs to be organized in ascending "Nodal
Label"
%order.******DO NOT FORGET TO TRANSFORM YOUR RESULTS BEFORE REPORTING
THEM
%TO A RESULTS FILE***BE SURE TO EXPORT E11, E22, & E33***
%clear
%clc
inpfile='C:\Temp\RCSPhase3_16_MTest04.inp';
resultfile='_Results_RCSPhase3_16_MTest04_OS.txt';
set1_label='Lateral_Far';
set2_label='Lateral_Near';
set3_label='Thrust_Bottom';
set4_label='Thrust_Top';
set1_result_direction='X';
set2_result_direction='X';
set3_result_direction='Z';
set4_result_direction='Z';
part1_name='Bedplate';
part2_name='P2134-2000 GBX fixture - F&W';
mesh='default';
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
%-----------------------------Importing Nodes----------------------------%
cell1=textread(inpfile,'%[^\n]','delimiter','\n');
for i=1:1:length(cell1);
if strcmp(cell1{i,1},['*Nset, nset=',set1_label,',
instance=',part1_name,'-1']);
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set1_row=i;
elseif strcmp(cell1{i,1},['*Nset, nset=',set2_label,',
instance=',part1_name,'-1']);
set2_row=i;
elseif strcmp(cell1{i,1},['*Nset, nset=',set3_label,',
instance="',part2_name,'-1"']);
set3_row=i;
elseif strcmp(cell1{i,1},['*Nset, nset=',set4_label,',
instance="',part2_name,'-1"']);
set4_row=i;
end
end
%Below I imported and rearranged the nodes involved in each set
%Set 1
set1_nodes=importdata(inpfile,',',set1_row);
set1_nodes=set1_nodes.data;
if strcmp(mesh,'default') || strcmp(mesh,'coarse');
set1_nodes=set1_nodes';
elseif strcmp(mesh,'fine');
set1_nodes=[set1_nodes(1,:),set1_nodes(2,1:11)]';
end
set1_n=length(set1_nodes);
%Set 2
set2_nodes=importdata(inpfile,',',set2_row);
set2_nodes=set2_nodes.data;
if strcmp(mesh,'default') || strcmp(mesh,'coarse');
set2_nodes=set2_nodes';
elseif strcmp(mesh,'fine');
set2_nodes=[set2_nodes(1,:),set2_nodes(2,1:11)]';
end
set2_n=length(set2_nodes);
%Set 3
set3_nodes=importdata(inpfile,',',set3_row);
set3_nodes=set3_nodes.data;
if strcmp(mesh,'default') || strcmp(mesh,'coarse');
set3_nodes=set3_nodes';
elseif strcmp(mesh,'fine');
set3_nodes=[set3_nodes(1,:),set3_nodes(2,1:11)]';
end
set3_n=length(set3_nodes);
%Set 4
set4_nodes=importdata(inpfile,',',set4_row);
set4_nodes=set4_nodes.data;
if strcmp(mesh,'default') || strcmp(mesh,'coarse');
set4_nodes=set4_nodes';
elseif strcmp(mesh,'fine');
set4_nodes=[set4_nodes(1,:),set4_nodes(2,1:11)]';
end
set4_n=length(set4_nodes);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
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%---------------------------Importing Results----------------------------%
cell2=textread(resultfile,'%[^\n]','delimiter','\n');
for i=1:1:length(cell2);
if strcmp(cell2{i,1},['Field Output reported at element nodes for
region: ',upper(part1_name),'-1.Region_2'])==1;
set1_result_row=i+7;
elseif strcmp(cell2{i,1},['Field Output reported at element nodes
for region: ',upper(part1_name),'-1.Region_1'])==1;
set2_result_row=i+7;
elseif strcmp(cell2{i,1},['Field Output reported at element nodes
for region: ',upper(part2_name),'-1.Region_2'])==1;
set3_result_row=i+7;
elseif strcmp(cell2{i,1},['Field Output reported at element nodes
for region: ',upper(part2_name),'-1.Region_1'])==1;
set4_result_row=i+7;
end
end
%Below I imported and rearranged the results for each set
%Set 1
set1_result=importdata(resultfile,' ',set1_result_row);
set1_result_int=set1_result.data;
if set1_result_direction=='X';
set1_result_column=3;
elseif set1_result_direction=='Y';
set1_result_column=4;
elseif set1_result_direction=='Z';
set1_result_column=5;
end
set1_result=zeros(set1_n,2);
j=1;
for i=1:1:length(set1_result_int);
if set1_result_int(i,2)==set1_nodes(j,1);
set1_result(j,1)=set1_nodes(j,1);
set1_result(j,2)=set1_result_int(i,set1_result_column);
j=j+1;
end
if j==set3_n+1;
break;
end
end
%Set 2
set2_result=importdata(resultfile,' ',set2_result_row);
set2_result_int=set2_result.data;
if set2_result_direction=='X';
set2_result_column=3;
elseif set2_result_direction=='Y';
set2_result_column=4;
elseif set2_result_direction=='Z';
set2_result_column=5;
end
set2_result=zeros(set2_n,2);
j=1;
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for i=1:1:length(set2_result_int);
if set2_result_int(i,2)==set2_nodes(j,1);
set2_result(j,1)=set2_nodes(j,1);
set2_result(j,2)=set2_result_int(i,set2_result_column);
j=j+1;
end
if j==set3_n+1;
break;
end
end
%Set 3
set3_result=importdata(resultfile,' ',set3_result_row);
set3_result_int=set3_result.data;
if set3_result_direction=='X';
set3_result_column=3;
elseif set3_result_direction=='Y';
set3_result_column=4;
elseif set3_result_direction=='Z';
set3_result_column=5;
end
set3_result=zeros(set3_n,2);
j=1;
for i=1:1:length(set3_result_int);
if set3_result_int(i,2)==set3_nodes(j,1);
set3_result(j,1)=set3_nodes(j,1);
set3_result(j,2)=set3_result_int(i,set3_result_column);
j=j+1;
end
if j==set3_n+1;
break;
end
end
%Set 4
set4_result=importdata(resultfile,' ',set4_result_row);
set4_result_int=set4_result.data;
if set4_result_direction=='X';
set4_result_column=3;
elseif set4_result_direction=='Y';
set4_result_column=4;
elseif set4_result_direction=='Z';
set4_result_column=5;
end
set4_result=zeros(set4_n,2);
j=1;
for i=1:1:length(set4_result_int);
if set4_result_int(i,2)==set4_nodes(j,1);
set4_result(j,1)=set4_nodes(j,1);
set4_result(j,2)=set4_result_int(i,set4_result_column);
j=j+1;
end
if j==set3_n+1;
break;
end
end
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%Then I averaged the strain on each set
set1_average_strain=mean(set1_result(:,2));
set2_average_strain=mean(set2_result(:,2));
set3_average_strain=mean(set3_result(:,2));
set4_average_strain=mean(set4_result(:,2));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
%---------------------------Displaying Results---------------------------%
fprintf('Analysis complete for %s.\n',inpfile(9:end-4));
fprintf('The average strain at the strain gauge locations are shown
below.\n\n')
fprintf('%s\t\t\t%s\t\t\t%s\t\t%s\n','Strain Gauge','Set #','Average
Microstrain [mm/mm]','Strain Direction')
fprintf('%s\t\t\t\t1\t\t\t\t%6.3f\t\t\t\t\t\t\t%s\n',set1_label,set1_av
erage_strain*10^6,set1_result_direction);
fprintf('%s\t\t\t2\t\t\t\t%6.3f\t\t\t\t\t\t\t%s\n',set2_label,set2_aver
age_strain*10^6,set2_result_direction);
fprintf('%s\t\t\t3\t\t\t\t%6.3f\t\t\t\t\t\t\t%s\n',set3_label,set3_aver
age_strain*10^6,set3_result_direction);
fprintf('%s\t\t\t\t4\t\t\t\t%6.3f\t\t\t\t\t\t\t%s\n',set4_label,set4_av
erage_strain*10^6,set4_result_direction);
fprintf('\n\n');
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C. Strain Gauge Calibration Procedure
1) Open “Measurement & Automation” on the high speed computer that your strain
gauges are connected to.

2) Expand “Data Neighborhood” and right click on “NI-DAQmx Global Virtual
Channels” then select “Create New NI-DAQmx Channel…”
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3) Expand “Acquire Signals,” then expand “Analog Input,” then select “Strain.”

4) Expand the appropriate slot and chose the channel you want to calibrate.
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5) Give your virtual channel a name that describes your strain gauge.

6) Change the settings of the channel to match your hardware setup. Set the “Max” and
“Min” values to your expected range of strain measurements. Change the “Gage
Factor” and “Gage Resistance” to match the values supplied by the manufacturer.
Change the Vex value to the excitation voltage you plan to apply, and change the
“Strain Configuration” to match your Wheatstone bridge configuration.
“Initial Voltage” and “Lead Resistance” as zero.
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Leave

7) Then click the “Device” tab and select “Strain Calibration…”
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8) Make sure “Enable Offset Nulling” and “Enable Shunt Calibration” are checked and
then select the value and location of the shunt resistor you want to apply.

9) The screen shown below will appear showing the current measurements and percent
errors. Click “Calibrate.”
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10) The measurements will change and the percent errors will reduce. Make note of the
“Gain Adj. Val.” Click “Finish.”

11) Make note of the “Initial Voltage” which now has a non-zero value. Take this output
voltage value and convert it to strain using the equations below,
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𝛿=

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑅𝐺′ =

+

𝑅1
𝑅1 + 𝑅2

−𝑅3 ∙ 𝛿
𝛿−1

𝜀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 =

𝑅𝐺′ − 𝑅𝐺
𝑅𝐺 ∙ 𝐺𝐹

(C.1)

(C.2)

(C.3)

where Vinitial is the “Initial Voltage” provided by the figure above, Vexcitiation is the
excitation voltage supplied to your bridge, R1 and R2 are the resistances of the resistors in
the other arm of the bridge, and R3 is the resistance of the resistor that has been shunted.
𝑅𝐺′ is the new resistance of the strain gauge after the simulated strain has been applied,
and GF is the gauge factor of the strain gauge provided by the manufacturer. Equation
C.3 produces an initial offset strain value that can now be applied to the data acquisition
software.
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12) Then the initial offset strain value can be converted to microstrain (multiply by 106)
and input into the data acquisition software as shown below.

This works to zero your strain gauge because the “Initial Voltage” is caused by
inequalities in the bridge, such as lead resistance of the wires or pre-strain from the
installation.

This “Initial Voltage” can essentially be treated as a simulated strain.

Offsetting the measured values from the strain gauge by this simulated strain zeroes the
gauge and accounts for lead resistance and other unplanned and unknown resistances.
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13) Additionally, the “Gain Adj. Val.” from step 10 can be input into the data acquistion
software in the “GAF” location. Be sure to hit “Apply” when finished and save your
configuration.

Note: Visit the National Instruments websites below for help with strain gauge
calibration questions.
http://www.ni.com/gettingstarted/setuphardware/dataacquisition/straingages.htm
http://www.ni.com/example/30816/en/
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D. Input Loads and Experimental Measurements of Each Test Phase
D.1 Phase I – Sequence 2

Phase I - Sequence 2 Input Load
Input Displacement (uinput) [mm]

2.5
2
1.5
1
X
0.5

Y

0

Z
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

-0.5
-1
-1.5

Time (t) [sec]

Figure A.8: Input Load for Phase I – Sequence 2

Measured Compressive Force (FM) [kN]

Phase I - Sequence 2 Experimentally
Measured Forces
700
600
500
400

+X GBX LC

300

+Y GBX LC

200

-Y GBX LC
+Z GBX LC

100
0
-100

0

100

200

300

400

Time (t) [sec]

Figure A.9: Experimentally Measured Compressive Forces for Phase I – Sequence 2
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Phase I - Sequence 2 Experimentally
Measured Strains
Measured Strain (εM) [mm/mm]

0.0006
0.0005
0.0004
Bedplate Near SG

0.0003

Bedplate Far SG
GBX Bottom SG

0.0002

GBX Top SG

0.0001
0
0

100

200
Time (t) [sec]

300

400

Figure A.10: Experimentally Measured Strains for Phase I – Sequence 2
D.2 Phase II – Sequence 1

Phase II - Sequence 1 Input Load

Input Forces (Finput) [kN]

600
500
400
Thrust (X)

300

Lateral (Y)
200

Vertical (Z)

100
0
0

200

400
Time (t) [sec]

600

800

Figure A.11: Input Load for Phase II – Sequence 1
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Phase II - Sequence 1 Experimentally
Measured Forces
Measured Compressive Force (FM) [kN]

600
500
400
+X GBX LC

300

+Y GBX LC
200

-Y GBX LC
+Z GBX LC

100
0
0

200

-100

400

600

800

Time (t) [sec]

Figure A.12: Experimentally Measured Compressive Forces for Phase II – Sequence 1

Phase II - Sequence 1 Experimentally
Measured Strains
Measured Strain (εM) [mm/mm]

0.0005
0.00045
0.0004
0.00035
0.0003

Bedplate Near SG

0.00025

Bedplate Far SG

0.0002

GBX Bottom SG

0.00015

GBX Top SG

0.0001
0.00005
0
0

200

400
Time (t) [sec]

600

800

Figure A.13: Experimentally Measured Strains for Phase II – Sequence 1
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D.3 Phase III – Sequence 2

Phase III - Sequence 2 Input Load
800

Input Force (Finput) [kN]

700
600
500
400

Thrust (X)

300

Lateral (Y)
Vertical (Z)

200
100
0
0

100

200

300
400
Time (t) [sec]

500

600

700

Figure A.14: Input Load for Phase III – Sequence 2

Measured Compressive Force (FM) [kN]

Phase III - Sequence 2 Experimentally
Measured Forces
1200
1000
800
+Y GBX LC

600

-Y GBX LC
400

+Y MBR LC

200

-Y MBR LC

0
0
-200

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

Time (t) [sec]

Figure A.15: Experimentally Measured Compressive Forces for Phase III – Sequence 2
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Phase III - Sequence 2 Experimentally
Measured Strains
Measured Strain (εM) [mm/mm]

0.0003
0.0002
0.0001
Bedplate Near SG
Beplate Far SG

0
0

200

400

600

800

-0.0001

GBX Bottom SG
GBX Top SG

-0.0002
-0.0003

Time (t) [sec]

Figure A.16: Experimentally Measured Strains for Phase III – Sequence 2
D.4 Phase III – Sequence 5

Phase III - Sequence 5 Input Load
25

2500

20

2000
15
1500
10
1000
5

500
0
0

Input Force (Finput) [kN]

Input Moment (Minput) [kNm]

3000

Yaw Moment (Z)
Thrust Force (X)
Vertical Force (Z)

0
1500

500
1000
Time (t) [sec]

Figure A.17: Input Load for Phase III – Sequence 5
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Phase III - Sequence 5 Experimentally
Measured Forces
Measured Compressive Force (FM) [kN]

1400
1200
1000
800

+Y GBX LC

600

-Y GBX LC
+Y MBR LC

400

-Y MBR LC
200
0
0

200

400

600

-200

800

1000

1200

1400

Time (t) [sec]

Figure A.18: Experimentally Measured Compressive Forces for Phase III – Sequence 5

Phase III - Sequence 5 Experimentally
Measured Strains
Measured Strain (εM) [mm/mm]

0.0004
0.0003
0.0002
0.0001
Bedplate Near SG

0
-0.0001

0

500

1000

1500

Bedplate Far SG
GBX Bottom SG

-0.0002

GBX Top SG

-0.0003
-0.0004
-0.0005

Time (t) [sec]

Figure A.19: Experimentally Measured Strains for Phase III – Sequence 5
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